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Abstract 

Practical energy storage systems are essential for matching the intermittent production of renewable power 

sources with the time dependent power demand of residences and businesses. This study assesses the 

technical viability of battery and hydrogen energy storage systems, scaled for a Canadian residential 

dwelling with low annual electric power consumption. The simulated consumption is an electric load, 

encompassing all major electricity demands within the house. The simulated load does not include space 

heating or cooling requirements. The conceptual dwelling uses a PV array to provide power to the load and 

storage system. System architectures were evaluated based on their ability to capture the maximum amount 

of energy from the PV array over the course of the simulated year. 

 

Transient modelling was performed to thoroughly study two system architectures; an all-battery energy 

storage system, and a hybrid energy storage system, combining battery and hydrogen gas storage. The 

simulated systems were sized to meet a minimum load reliability of no greater than 15 load faults (no-

power events) for the simulated year. Simulation of the all-battery storage system indicated that for a 

10kWp PV array to meet the load demand with the required reliability, a 172.8kWh lead-acid battery bank 

was required. The battery system was capable of capturing 25% of every kWh of PV production, and had 

an overall electrical efficiency of 78%. 

 

Simulation of the hybrid energy storage system indicated that the 10kWp PV array, combined with an 11kW 

PEM electrolyser, a 6 kW PEM fuel cell, a 20kWh lead acid battery bank, and a 10m3 hydrogen storage 

tank exceeded the reliability requirement, with only 6 load faults in the simulated year. The hybrid storage 

system was able to capture 58% of every kWh of PV production, and had an overall electrical efficiency of 

48% (weighted average of battery and hydrogen efficiency). 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Background  

Solar photovoltaic power systems have seen great advancement in the last decade, with significant 

adoption of the technology in many electric power systems. The use of incentives, such as the Feed-

In-Tariff program (FIT) implemented in Ontario, in addition to a reduction in panel price, and the 

development of cost effective roof-top mounting methods have driven this advancement [1]. While 

renewable generation of electric power has become commonplace, development of a key element 

of a renewable energy system, energy storage, has proven more challenging. This is due to the 

technical and economic challenges facing many storage options, and the nature of the current 

electricity grid. Modern transmission and distribution systems are operated for the simple one-way 

transportation of energy from remote and large power plants to consumers. This network of 

relatively large generation assets negates the requirement for large amounts of storage as electricity 

is used as it is produced. While this centralized generation architecture offers certain efficiencies 

for traditional fossil fuel plants, renewable energy plants that have a variable fuel supply are 

disadvantaged when used on a grid designed with limited energy storage. 

 

Storage is a key component to the wide-scale adoption of renewable energy. Practical energy 

storage is essential for matching intermittent renewable fuel supply with the intermittent power 

demand of residences and businesses. The temporal mismatch between available energy and 

consumption, in the case of a PV system, can be seen in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Available solar energy compared with load demand of a single-family residence, 

over a 5-day period. Solar Input from a 10kWp array using weather data from TMY2 

weather file for Toronto, ON. Load data provided by [2] 

 

By storing energy at times of excess supply, a renewable energy grid or system would be better 

prepared to meet the inevitable situation of demand in excess of supply. 

Several options for electrical energy storage currently exist, including mechanical forms of storage 

in flywheel and pumped water storage, or chemical forms of storage in batteries and hydrogen gas. 

High-grade thermal storage can also be employed to produce electricity through a steam-turbine 

cycle. Many of these storage systems have been developed and demonstrated in commercial 

settings for several years, serving functions such as voltage and frequency regulation for grid-

operators, or energy arbitrage schemes for larger consumers [3]. Some newer forms of storage, 

such as ultra-capacitance, are emerging but are still costly and commercially impractical 

technologies [4].  

When evaluating the utility of a specific method of energy storage, consideration must be paid to 

the energy density or specific energy of the storage medium, and the longevity of the storage 
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medium. If there are limitations on storage volume and weight, then maximizing energy density or 

specific energy, respectively, is essential. If long-term storage is required then the rate of energy 

loss to the environment must be minimized. A storage system can also be evaluated based on the 

utility of its secondary energy flows (i.e. losses from the system). Mechanical forms of storage 

typically have few useful streams of energy loss. Conversely, the release of chemically stored 

energy through exothermic reactions presents the opportunity to collect waste heat for alternate 

use. 

 

1.2 The Hydrogen Potential 

Hydrogen has multiple uses within the current economic system. It can be bought and sold as a 

commodity, used to power fleets of vehicles, used in numerous industrial processes, and is readily 

interchangeable with electricity. It can be combusted or electrochemically reacted to produce 

electricity or heat, or both. Hydrogen is a flexible storage medium and it can be stored in a number 

of different forms; cryogenically as a liquid, as a compressed gas, and in various materials such as 

metal hydrides [5]. 

While not readily available in elemental form at the earth’s surface, diatomic hydrogen can be 

produced from an abundance of raw materials. It is for this reason that hydrogen should be thought 

of as an energy carrier, not an energy source. 

 In today’s economy the most common method of hydrogen production is steam methane 

reforming. Nearly 95% of all hydrogen produced in the United States is made using this reformation 

process [6]. High temperature steam, between 700-1000°C is used to heat a stream of natural gas. 

The natural gas undergoes the following reaction at high pressure (3-25bar): 

      (1) 

In a subsequent reaction, called a water-gas shift reaction, the product carbon monoxide is reacted 

with more steam to produce carbon dioxide and more hydrogen. The resulting hydrogen product 

4 2 ( ) 23gCH H O heat CO H+ + ⎯⎯→ +
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cannot be viewed as a sustainable resource. Relative to the combustion of gasoline there is an 

inherent reduction in the amount of greenhouse gases produced, but there is still GHG emission.  

 

A GHG-free alternative method of hydrogen production is through low-temperature water 

electrolysis. Electric energy can be used to power an electrochemical reaction within an electrolyser 

to split water molecules. The by-products of this electrochemical process are oxygen gas and low 

temperature heat (<100℃).  

 

The basic chemical reaction for the water splitting reaction is: 

      (2) 

This reaction consumes electrical energy, whereas the opposite reaction under the right conditions 

and occurring in a controlled environment can release electrical energy. If hydrogen were produced 

and consumed following this chemical reaction, the overall hydrogen cycle can be 100% 

environmentally benign. For all practical purposes renewable energies can be regarded as infinite 

sources of energy and coupling this hydrogen cycle with such technologies offers a positive option 

for a sustainable energy-use future. 

 

Relative to other fuels, hydrogen has an extremely high mass energy density but quite a low 

volumetric energy density, as demonstrated in Figure 2. 

2 2 2

1
    

2
H O electrical energy H O+ → +
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Figure 2: Volumetric and gravimetric energy densities of selected fuels [7] 

 

The low volumetric energy density usually necessitates the storage of hydrogen gas at high 

pressures (~700bar for automotive applications, 350bar used in forklift fleets) or in a chemically 

bonded metal hydride state. The density of hydrogen at various temperatures and pressures is 

depicted in Figure 3 

 

Figure 3: Density of hydrogen gas at certain temperatures and pressures [8] 
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Hydrogen offers a particular advantage in that it can store energy for long periods of time 

(seasonally), thus allowing for load leveling even with seasonal variations in supply and demand. 

When stored in a pressure vessel, hydrogen is highly stable and attrition of the stored energy is low.  

A summary of key hydrogen gas characteristics is presented in Table 1. 

Table 1: Thermo-physical properties of hydrogen gas at 25°C and 1 bar 

Density 0.08376 kg/m3 

Higher Heating Value 141.86 MJ/kg 

Lower Heating Value 119.93 MJ/kg 

Volumetric Energy Density 10.08 MJ/m3 

 

1.3 Key System Technologies 

In order for a renewably-powered hydrogen energy system to function properly, several system 

components must seamlessly integrate together. The following sections describe the major system 

components of a solar-hydrogen energy system, their respective performance curves, and how the 

technologies can be integrated. 

 

1.3.1 Photovoltaic Panels 

A photovoltaic cell converts solar radiation into electrical energy. The most common PV cells are 

p-n junction cells made of a crystalline silicon wafer that has been doped with minute amounts of 

boron which forms p-silicon, or phosphorous which forms n-silicon. Wafers are then doped with 

the opposing impurity atom on the opposite side. This forms a material that has a high and low 

concentration of electrons, as p-silicon has a deficit of electrons in the valence band of the atom, 

producing many electron holes. Conversely, n-silicon has an excess of electrons in the valence 

band, and therefore few electron holes. The physical interface between the p- and n-type silicon 

forms a p-n junction, where electrons and holes move from high to low concentration (electrons to 
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p-type, holes to n-type). The diffusion of electrons and holes across the junction leaves positive 

donor ions and negative acceptor ions, respectively, behind. A balance is struck as negative and 

positive charges accumulate to a point where the electric field between them is sufficiently strong 

enough to arrest further movement of electrons and holes. The region in which this electric field 

exists is termed the depletion zone. Absorption of photons above a specific energy (band-gap 

energy) creates electron-hole pairs throughout the material. Separated by the electric field at the p-

n junction, the excess of electrons now in the n-silicon layer and excess of holes in the p-silicon  

create a potential difference through the material. Creating an external circuit by connecting the 

opposing layers through a load allows the electrons-hole pairs the opportunity to recombine.  

 

PV modules are formed by connecting several photovoltaic cells together in a series-parallel wiring 

configuration. This wiring configuration will determine the performance curve, or IV (current-

voltage relationship) curve of the module, as well as the open-circuit voltage and short-circuit 

current. The performance of a typical 72 cell PV module is shown in Figure 4, as is the power as a 

function of voltage. The maximum power that a module can produce corresponds to the maximum 

area under the IV curve. This area will intersect the IV curve at what is called the maximum power 

point. Ideally, modules will always operate at the maximum power point through the use of a 

maximum power point tracker (MPPT). In the absence of an MPPT, a module will operate at a 

point on the IV curve that matches the IV characteristic of the load.  
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A 

 

      B 

 

C 

Figure 4: Typical IV and Power curves (A,B) for a commercially available PV module, at 

various levels of solar irradiance and constant temperature of 45℃, and (C) varying 

operating temperatures and constant irradiance of 1000 W/m2 

 

The short-circuit current is highly dependent on the amount of solar radiation striking the panel. 

An increase in the number of photons striking the module generates more electron-hole pairs, 
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thereby increasing the current output of the panel. An increase in solar irradiance has relatively less 

impact on the open-circuit voltage of the module. 

 

Photons with an energy greater than or less than the minimum band gap energy required to create 

an electron-hole pair convert a portion or all of their energy into thermal energy, increasing the 

temperature of the panel. An increase in panel operating temperature increases cell resistance and 

decreases the open-circuit voltage, thereby decreasing the maximum power output of the module. 

Temperature dependence can be seen in Figure 4(c). 

 

1.3.2 Water Electrolysis Methods 

An electrolyser is a device that splits water molecules into hydrogen and oxygen gases, through the 

application of a voltage across two electrodes separated by an electrolyte.  

Two technologies make up the majority of the water electrolysis market; alkaline electrolysis and 

proton exchange membrane (PEM) electrolysis. 

 Traditional alkaline electrolysers, as seen in Figure 5(a), have two electrodes submerged in a liquid 

electrolyte. Hydrogen and oxygen gases are evolved at the cathode and anode electrodes, 

respectively. The electrodes have catalyst coatings, which lower the activation potential of the 

electrochemical reaction. Separating the catalyst coated electrodes is a diaphragm, that is used to 

keep the product gases of hydrogen and oxygen apart.  

While they are a well-established commercial technology, traditional alkaline electrolysers face 

challenges when used in renewable energy systems. These issues include low efficiency at partial 

loads, high gas crossover, low current density limits, and low operating pressures [9].  

Current density is limited by the high ohmic losses across the liquid electrolyte and the diaphragm. 

This limited current density negatively impacts the overall size of the electrolyser, as larger cells 

are required to achieve the desired H2 output [9]. Gas diffusion issues exist because diaphragms 
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typically do not completely prevent the product gases diffusing through it; oxygen gas can diffuse 

into the cathode chamber, recombining with the H2 gas and reducing the overall efficiency of the 

stack. Likewise, H2 can diffuse into the anode chamber, reducing efficiency and posing a safety 

risk. These safety issues become more pronounced at low power, when the rate of oxygen 

production decreases, momentarily increasing the concentration of hydrogen to potentially 

dangerous levels [9]. Because of these efficiency issues and safety risks, most alkaline electrolysers 

can only operate down to about 20% of their rated power, at which point an idling current needs to 

be maintained if the operator wishes to avoid a complete shut down and gas venting of the 

electrolyser stack [10]. 

 

 

Figure 5: Different architectures of alkaline electrolysers with (a) immersion electrodes, (b) 

porous electrodes with "zero-gap" configuration, (c) electrodes comprising gas diffusion 

layers separating the gas compartments and the re-circulating electrolyte compartment [11] 

 

Research is being conducted to improve the performance of alkaline electrolysers in systems using 

a renewable power supply. New architectures, seen in Figure 5 (b) (c), reduce the ohmic resistance 

of the electrolyte at high current densities by limiting gas bubble formation on the electrodes. These 

new architectures are still being researched, and could further improve the performance of an 

alkaline cell while simultaneously keeping capital costs low by limiting the use of precious group 

metals as catalysts [11, 12]. 
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To address the traditional shortcomings of alkaline electrolysis, General Electric developed the first 

water electrolyser based on a solid polymer electrolyte developed by DuPont [9]. This new 

electrolyte technology provided high proton conductivity, low gas-crossover, compact system 

design, and high-pressure operation. A PEM electrolyser employs a solid Nafion® membrane as 

the electrolyte, which due to its solid nature also acts as the diaphragm. Nafion® is chemically 

characterized as a fluorocarbon backbone to which sulfonic acid groups have been chemically 

bonded. The acid molecules are fixed to the polymer and cannot be leached out, but protons in the 

acid groups are free to migrate through the electrolyte. This makes the polymer membrane an 

excellent conductor of H+ ions, but also an excellent electronic insulator and barrier to oxygen gas 

[13]. H+ ions produced at the anode catalyst layer are easily transported through the membrane, 

while electrons and oxygen gas are not. Because Nafion® is a polymer, PEM electrolysers have 

also been called polymer electrolyte membrane electrolysers.  

 

A schematic PEM electrolytic cell is shown Figure 6. A voltage and corresponding current is 

applied across the cell to induce the electrochemical reaction.  

 

Figure 6: Cross-sectional view of a PEM electrolysis cell [14] 
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Water is introduced at the anode and electrochemically split into oxygen, protons and electrons. 

The protons are driven through the PEM to the cathode under an electric field where they combine 

with the electrons arriving from the external circuit to form hydrogen gas.  

A PEM electrolyser offers the ability to operate at much higher current densities due to the high 

proton conductivity across the thin solid membrane (i.e., low ohmic losses). Gas cross-over is 

limited due to the low permeability of the Nafion membrane, thus allowing the PEM to operate 

under a wide-range of power inputs [15]. PEM electrolysers demonstrate rapid response to transient 

operating conditions that can be observed in a renewable energy power supply. PEM electrolysers 

have been shown to have response times well below one second for both 75% increases and 

decreases in power supplied [16]. For these reasons, PEM technology was chosen to be the focus 

of this study. 

 

1.3.2.2 Thermodynamics of PEM electrolyser operation 

From a thermodynamic point of view, the minimum voltage to start a low-temperature water 

electrolysis reaction corresponds with the sum of the reversible potential for each half- reaction at 

both the anode and the cathode [17]. The half-reactions at each electrode are as follows: 

Anode:        

Cathode:        

Total:       

 

The following assumptions can be made about the water splitting reaction: (a) Hydrogen and air 

(or oxygen) are ideal gases, (b) water is an incompressible fluid, and (c) the gas and liquid phases 

are separate.  

  

2 22 1/ 2 2H O H O e+ −→ + + 0 1.229revU V=

22 2H e H+ −+ → 0 0.000revU V=

2 2 22 1/ 2H O H O→ + 0 1.229revU V=
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Thermodynamically this reaction at standard conditions can be expressed as follows: 

 rev

G
U

nF

  
=          (3) 

Where G  represents the Gibbs free energy change of the reaction, and is defined as: 

G H T S  =  −          (4) 

The minimum required work input to the reaction (i.e. reversible work) is equal to the change in 

Gibbs free energy, G  . In an ideal electrochemical cell, all the reversible work is electrical work: 

 elecW G=           (5) 

This reversible potential does not account for the thermal irreversibility TΔS, which for a reversible 

process is equal to the heat demand. By calculating a voltage based on a change in enthalpy, ΔH, 

one can determine the thermoneutral voltage of the water splitting reaction to be 1.48V. The 

thermoneutral voltage represents the combined electrical and thermal energy required for the 

reaction to proceed: 

( ) ( )H G electrical T S thermal =  +     (6) 

Applying Equation 4 at standard temperature and pressure (25°C, 1 bar), and using data for the 

reactants and products at standard condition (NIST), one can see that the splitting of water is a non-

spontaneous reaction with a . Rearranging Equation 4 to solve for H   at 

standard temperature and pressure yields an enthalpy for splitting water of . 

For a solid, liquid, or perfect gas with constant specific heats, changes in temperature through which 

the reaction proceeds alters the change in enthalpy of the substance:  

 2, , 2 1 1,( )x v x xh c T T h= − +       (7) 

2, 237o

s H O

kJ
G

mol
 =

2, 286o

s H O

kJ
H

mol
 =
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Similarly for a gas, changes in temperature and pressure during the reaction process alters the 

change in entropy of a reaction: 

 
2 2

,

1 1

ln lnx v x

T P
s c R

T P

   
 = +   

   
     (8) 

And for a liquid: 

 
2

,

1

lnx v x

T
s c

T

 
 =  

 
       (9) 

The total change in enthalpy for the water splitting reaction is the enthalpy difference between the 

products and the reactants, expressed by: 

 
2 2 2

1

2
H O H OH H H H =  +  −       (10) 

Similarly, the total change in entropy is: 

  
2 2 2

1

2
H O H OS S S S =  +  −       (11) 

 

1.3.2.3 PEM electrolyser cell overpotentials 

In real electrolysis systems higher potential must be applied due to internal resistances and kinetic 

losses within the cell assembly. These deviations from the theoretical reversible potential of a cell 

are called overpotentials, and they arise from a variety of physical phenomenon occurring at the 

cell.  

Hence, when current is flowing through the electrodes, the operating voltage for a single cell (Ucell) 

is given by the reversible voltage and the sum of different overpotentials:  

 cell rev act ohmic transU U U U U= + + +     (12) 

where: 

 Urev is the cells reversible potential,  
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Uact are activation losses,  

Uohm are ohmic losses, and  

Utrans are mass transport losses 

 

Overpotentials can also be referred to as overvoltages. This summation of voltages as a function of 

current, or current density, is presented as a polarization curve, which determines a cells 

performance point. Different electrochemical cells will have different polarization curves due to 

the different magnitude of losses that exist within them. Figure 7 shows a typical polarization curve 

for a PEM electrolysis cell and separates the overall cell performance into the various overvoltage 

losses that occur. In practice the overall performance curve is measured directly, and the various 

overvoltages would be determined theoretically based on the cell composition and geometry. 

 

Figure 7: Typical performance curve (polarization curve) of a PEM electrolysis cell, 

showing the various losses that sum to give the final cell performance curve (Adapted from 

computer simulations created by David L. Fritz) 
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The basis for many models therefore relies heavily on determining an accurate polarization curve, 

for it is from that curve that estimations of H2 production rate, energy consumption, and efficiency 

can be made.  

It can be seen from Figure 7 that activation losses dominate at low current densities. The activation 

overpotential is the result of charge transfer reaction at the electrode having a limited rate. The type 

of catalyst used, and the operating temperature influence this overvoltage. At higher current 

densities the IV curve becomes fairly linear as the initial activation losses level off and ohmic losses 

begin to dominate. In the ohmic region the overpotential is due to the resistance of the solid 

electrolyte to the flow of ions, as well as simple resistance to electron flow through the electrodes 

and interconnections. At even higher current densities, mass transport (also referred to as 

concentration or diffusion) losses become apparent and are due to the high rate of product gas 

generation at the electrodes and their ability to diffuse from the electrode surface [18]. 

 

1.3.2.4 Interfacing PV Arrays with an Electrolyser Stack 

In order to interface an electrolyser to an intermittent energy source such as a PV array, the literature 

indicates that interfacing control and power electronics such as a maximum power point tracker 

(MPPT) and/or a DC/DC converter have typically been used by experimental systems. These 

devices separate the operating voltages of the two devices, allowing for the PV array to capture the 

maximum available solar energy, and for the electrolyser to operate at the most efficient setpoint. 

Modern high-step converters can operate with efficiencies upwards of 92%. Efficiency is further 

improved as the voltage difference between the two devices being connected decreases [19].  

 

1.3.3 PEM Fuel Cell 

A fuel cell is an electrochemical device that converts the chemical energy of a fuel and an oxidant 

to electrical work.  Several types of fuel cell architectures exist, with the predominant electrolyte 
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technologies for low-temperature fuel cells being alkaline or a solid polymer (PEM). Alkaline fuel 

cells were some of the first fuel cells to be developed, but have more recently been eclipsed by the 

development of PEM fuel cell technology [20]. PEM fuel cells offer greater power density than 

their alkaline equivalents, and have excellent start-stop capabilities [21]. PEM fuel cells 

demonstrate rapid response to transient operating conditions that can be observed in the load 

demand of a residential home. This response has been measured to be less than one second for 

major increases in current demand (50% increase) [22]. It is for these reasons that PEM fuel cells 

are being considered for this study. 

 

A PEM fuel cell uses the same solid polymer electrolyte as found in a PEM electrolyser, as 

described in Section 1.3.1. In fact, the overall working principle of a PEM fuel cell is practically 

identical to a PEM electrolyser, with the reactions simply proceeding in reverse. For practical 

reasons the devices are actually quite different, mainly due to highly corrosive conditions within 

the PEM electrolyser.  

The simplest architecture of a PEM fuel cell consists of a membrane-electrode assembly (MEA) 

and two bi-polar plates used to collect current, disperse reactants through flow-channels, and draw 

produced water out of the MEA. The MEA consists of a polymer-membrane, two catalyst layers, 

and two gas-diffusion layers. The solid electrolyte spatially separates the half-cell reactions 

occurring at the catalyst layers of a cell, allowing the transport of hydrogen ions but forcing 

electrons created at the anode to flow through an external circuit. The gas-diffusion layer (GDL) 

allows uniform distribution of fuel and oxidant to the catalyst, which stimulates each half reaction 

[23]. The catalyst is commonly platinum, which is deposited in such a way as to have access to 

reactant gases while also being in contact with the proton conductor (PEM membrane) and 

electrical conductor that makes up the GDL [13]. Figure 8 and Figure 9 demonstrate this typical 

architecture of a PEMFC. 
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Figure 8: Exploded view of a PEMFC [24] 

 

 

Figure 9: Cross-sectional view of a PEM [13] 

 

1.3.3.2 Thermodynamics of PEM fuel cell operation 

For the present study, a PEM hydrogen-air fuel cell is considered, with oxygen contained within 

the air acting as the oxidant. The reaction between the hydrogen and oxygen is as follows: 
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 2( ) 2( ) 2 ( )

1
H H O electrical energy

2
g g lO+ → +      (13) 

Similar to the thermodynamics of the electrolyser, the maximum theoretical work a fuel cell can 

produce can be determined from the Gibbs free energy for water formation. Unlike the electrolyser, 

the formation of liquid water from hydrogen and oxygen gas is a spontaneous reaction, indicated 

by a negative Gibbs free energy, . The calculation of the Gibbs free energy 

for the formation of water is done much the same as detailed in 1.3.1.2, but with the opposite 

products and reactants. The same can be said for the calculation of the enthalpy of formation of 

water. It is interesting to note that due to the spontaneous nature of the water formation reaction, 

the reversible heat generation that is represented by T∆S is no longer required for the reaction to 

proceed. It is now excess heat to be removed from the cell. 

 

1.3.3.3 PEM fuel cell overpotentials 

A PEM fuel cell experiences similar overvoltages as are found in the PEM electrolyser. However, 

due to the reverse reaction occurring, these voltage losses work to take away from the operating 

voltage of a PEM fuel cell 

cell rev act ohmic transU U U U U= − − −      (14) 

The mechanisms behind each of these overpotentials is much the same as in the electrolyser, 

described in 1.3.2.3. 

 

Cell properties that impact the characteristic of the polarization curve are very similar to those seen 

in the PEM electrolyser. Activation overvoltage relates to the specific electrochemical reaction, 

and is mainly a function of the electrode characteristics: type and quantity of catalyst, dimension 

2f, 237o

H O

kJ
G

mol
 = −
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and distribution of the catalyst, and active surface area. Operating temperature also impacts the 

activation overvoltage, with higher temperatures leading to a decrease in activation losses.  

The ohmic overpotential has two components; electronic and ionic resistances. Ionic resistances 

occur in the PEM itself, while electronic resistances impede the flow of electrons through other cell 

components and the interfaces between them. The electronic and ionic resistances increase with 

temperature. Ionic resistances within the PEM also change based on the level of humidification of 

the membrane. Conductivity is seen to increase with membrane water content. Resistances are, of 

course, also related to the specific geometry of a membrane or cell component [25].  

 

1.4 Study Motivation  

The motivation for this study is the need for practical energy storage systems to make renewable 

energy generation assets more viable for use in electric power systems. Energy storage is essential 

for increasing the penetration of RE into modern electricity grids. Many forms of energy storage 

exist, but the choice was made to assess the potential of hydrogen gas as a storage medium by 

modelling its production, storage, and re-electrification. This choice was based on the long term 

storage potential hydrogen offers, and the opportunities for thermal co-generation.  

 

1.5 Objective, Approach, and Scope 

This study was undertaken to investigate the technical feasibility of combining a traditional solar 

energy system, consisting of:  

• a PV array,  

• a system controller,  

• a battery bank,  

• and several power inverters 

with a hydrogen energy storage system, consisting of:  
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• an electrolyser, 

• a system controller,  

• low-pressure gas storage tanks,  

• a fuel cell,  

• and several power inverters 

 

The key objective of this study is to model the typical annual operation of a hydrogen energy 

storage system powered by a PV array, and compare its performance and size with a conventional 

all-battery system. System architectures were informed by the literature, and modelled using 

TRNSYS. Comparison and evaluation was based on several performance metrics, further discussed 

in Chapter 5. The simulations are used to assess the systems and make recommendations for future 

work. 

 

The approach taken to meet these objectives was to conduct a literature review to evaluate the 

modeling efforts undertaken thus far on the subject. This review also examined experimental 

systems, to gain an understanding of the practical limitations and operational constraints of 

operating a real system. The review found that there was quite extensive research into the design 

and construction of these systems, primarily using alkaline-based technologies. Research into the 

performance of PEM based systems was found to be less advanced. The next step was to develop 

a robust and flexible simulation of the two system architectures. The modeling was performed 

within the TRNSYS environment, allowing for annual simulations using geographically specific 

weather and load data, as well as allowing for the integration of real performance curves for the 

various system components. These empirical performance curves were obtained from industry and 

research publications. The results of the TRNSYS simulations are presented in Chapter 5, and 
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analyzed and discussed in further detail in Chapter 6. Recommendations for future study are made 

in Chapter 7. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

2.1 Introduction 

The following review summarizes a portion of the literature documenting the construction and 

theoretical modeling of experimental hydrogen energy storage systems. 

 

The experimental systems found in the literature range from small laboratory scale projects to large 

multi-kW systems. Key system parameters, such as the size and type of components and system 

performance, are described for each system. Each body of work was examined to gain an 

understanding of the practical operation of a real-world system. Additionally, realistic control 

strategies and the limitations of each component were studied.  

 

The modeling efforts documented herein broadly cover the history of simulating these systems, 

from early beginnings to the latest state of the art research. Each publication was reviewed to gain 

an understanding of the major assumptions made by each model, and their respective validity.  

 

2.2 Experimental Efforts 

Examples of experimental solar-hydrogen energy systems date back to the early 1970’s, when the 

first lab scale experiments were conducted [26] [27]. Solar arrays and electrolyser cells were 

directly coupled (i.e., with no DC-DC converter between them). While a DC-DC converter offers 

efficiency benefits when matching two devices with very different IV curves, the use of a converter 

can be avoided if the size of both the PV array and the PEM electrolyser are carefully selected to 

produce IV curves that are intrinsically matched. These matching IV curves are demonstrated in 

Figure 10. The match is achieved by wiring a specific number of PV/electrochemical cells in a 

particular electrical series-parallel configuration.  Directly coupling these two matched devices 
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results in an operation point that is the intersection of the characteristic performance curves of each 

device. This intesection can be seen in Figure 10, as the IV curves of a 13 and 16 cell PEM 

electrolyser intersect the IV curve of a 13 cell PV array, at various solar insolation levels: 

 

Figure 10: The IV curves of a solar array and 13 cell PEM electrolyser [5] 

 

A directly coupled system does have to contend with departures from its designed IV curve 

operating point. Variation in panel temperature can cause the PV array voltage to drift, and cell 

degradation in the electrolyser can increase the operating voltage for a given current over time. 

Such cell degradation occurred in the work of Clarke et. al [5], where the efficiency of some of the 

lab-made electrolyser cells decreased by upwards of 10%, subsequently moving the IV curve of 

the electrolyser well above the PV array maximum power point. 

 

In the early 1990’s the first residential systems began to appear. In Switzerland, a 5kWp solar PV 

array was connected with conditioning devices to a 5kW alkaline electrolyser. Hydrogen was stored 

in a 15m3 metal hydride storage tank. The stored gas was used to operate household appliances that 

were able to run on hydrogen, as well as for a hydrogen mini-bus. The system could produce 1100 
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Nm3/year, corresponding to a 3.6% efficiency for converting solar radiation into hydrogen fuel 

[28].  

 

In a later study, a research home in Germany utilized a 4.2 kWp solar array to charge a 20 kWh 

capacity battery bank and power a 2 kW PEM electrolyser. The hydrogen system used a pressurized 

steel vessel capable of storing 400Nm3 at 28 bars. The system control was based on battery state of 

charge. The hydrogen produced was combusted for space heating and cooking, and used to power 

a 1 kW fuel cell. In combination with a solar thermal collector, ventilation heat recovery, and highly 

efficient insulation, the system was able to supply the entire energy demand of the dwelling (3 

person, 145 m2, 1740 kWh/year) [29]. This study underlined the importance of coupling a hydrogen 

energy storage system with the low energy consumption of dwelling with an advanced building 

envelope. A practical issue that arose over the 3-year study period was acid stratification in the 

lead-acid batteries. A grid connection was twice required to provide a full gassing charge and avoid 

permanent battery damage. 

 

A hydrogen based regenerative (electrolyser-fuel cell) system, capable of delivering a residential-

scale load, was developed by Bergen et. al [30]. The system consisted of a 15kW programmable 

power supply (able to simulate the power profile of several different energy sources), a 6kW 

alkaline Stuart Energy electrolyser, a 1.2 kW Ballard Nexa fuel cell, and both metal hydride and 

gaseous storage systems (10 and 20 bar, respectively). The system also had a 48V, 272 Ah battery 

bank, used to maintain the DC bus bar stability under transient loads. The simulated load profile 

was created from data supplied by BC Hydro, and is representative of a typical British Columbian 

single-family residence. The system controller was paired with a data acquisition system that 

delivered system information to a controller, which was then used to determine the appropriate 

operating setpoints of each component. The controller also had the ability to distribute variable 
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power to the load, electrolyser, and battery, meaning that all three could be supplied with power 

simultaneously. Power was drawn from the batteries and fuel cell separately; the battery was fully 

drained before the fuel cell was activated. The controller also maintained mutual exclusivity 

between the electrolyser and fuel cell, preventing counter-productive hydrogen generation from 

hydrogen consumption. 

 

Over two weeks of operation, Bergen et al.’s system was able to deliver 290.7kWh to the load, 

using 626.05kWh of energy input. Because the load could be met through three different pathways, 

it is important to separate the efficiencies of the different subsystems. The battery sub-system 

achieved a 91.9% round-trip efficiency. The hydrogen sub-system achieved a roundtrip efficiency 

of  22.2%. The efficiency of direct delivery of power to the load from the ‘solar array’ is unreported 

by Bergen. This is because the solar array output was simulated by the programmable power supply.  

The fuel cell was found to supply 6.1% of the energy demand, the battery supplied 32.7%, and the 

PV array directly met the remaining load. Of the energy input to the system, 48% went to the 

electrolyser and its controls and ancillaries, 17% went to the battery system, 28.7% went directly 

to the load, and 5.4% went unused by the system. Unused energy existed on the DC bus bar because 

of limits on storage capacity, electrolyser minimum current input requirements, and electrolyser 

dynamic response.  

 

Large commercial systems have also been built, with one of the largest located on the island of 

Utsira, Norway [31]. As wind is abundant in this location, a 600kW wind turbine was used instead 

of solar power. The inherent variability of the wind power supply resulted in this system facing 

similar problems as a solar powered system and therefore, these two systems are subject to similar 

challenges. In this system, the wind turbine delivered power to a low voltage mini-grid that supplied 

10 homes with power. Excess power was directed to a 50kW alkaline electrolyser to produce H2 
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gas that was mechanically compressed and stored in a 2400Nm3 tank. A 10kW fuel cell or 55kW 

hydrogen engine provided auxiliary power when the wind supply was insufficient to meet demand. 

The system was designed to provide 2-3 days of full energy autonomy for the island, and over the 

course of one month was able to supply 50% of the required demand. Modelling was undertaken 

to determine what changes could be made to improve performance. The simulation tool used was 

TRNSYS. Further details of this modelling work will be discussed in section 2.3. 

 

The PHOEBUS demonstration plant supplied energy for a portion of the electrical loads of the 

Central Library in Forschungszentrum Jülich, Germany, for 10 years [32]. The technical feasibility 

of a self-sufficient energy supply system based on solar energy, battery, and hydrogen storage was 

demonstrated. The system consisted of:  

• A photovoltaic array with peak power of 43kW peak.  

• A 26kW alkaline electrolyser.  

• A pressurized steel vessel at 120bars with hydrogen capacity of 3000Nm3.  

• A 5.6kW PEM fuel cell.  

• A system of 110 lead acid batteries with total capacity of 304 kWh.  

 

The electrolyser and the fuel cell were connected to the 200V – 260V DC bus bar by DC/DC 

converters. The DC/DC converter between the photovoltaic array and the DC bus bar was omitted 

for nine months in 1997. Because of that, the photovoltaic output was reduced by 3%. At the same 

time, the loss in the DC/DC converter, which was around 10%, was also reduced and the overall 

efficiency of the system increased. A metal membrane compressor performed the necessary gas 

compression and consumed 9% of the system energy. It was discovered that it was possible to 

eliminate the compressor by producing high pressure H2 via the electrolyser (~120bars) and reduce 

the compression work to only 3%. However, due to poor flange construction the PHOEBUS project 
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experienced high hydrogen leakage rate (about 1m3/day) in the high-pressure vessel. A total of 19% 

of the annual production was thus lost. PHOEBUS Jülich demonstrates that an electrical energy 

supply with purely renewable energy without connection to the public grid is possible.  

 

2.3 Modeling Efforts 

The modeling, and subsequent development, of renewable energy sources being integrated with 

hydrogen systems was first given serious consideration in the 1970’s, beginning with laboratory 

scale hydrogen generators being connected to small PV arrays and microturbines [33]. Most 

literature reflects an effort to model the performance of a solar-hydrogen system and then validate 

the predicted operation with a similarly designed experimental set-up. Models typically consist of 

many sub-models of each system component. These models consider multiple physical processes; 

heat transfer, electrical, electro-chemical, and mass transport phenomenon.  

 

Vosen et al. [34] used a multi-domain model to confirm that the most cost-effective system designs 

were ones that used a combination of battery and hydrogen storage, forming a ‘hybrid’ system. The 

battery bank was used to handle the daily storage requirements, while the hydrogen system was 

able to handle the seasonal storage requirements. The authors also observed that system 

performance was most efficient when the battery was the default storage mechanism, as well as the 

default load-provider. 

 

Pedrazzi et al. [35] used Matlab-Simulink to integrate dynamic component models together, which 

included a solar radiation model, a photovoltaic model using a single diode model and Kirchhoff’s 

law, an electrolyser model based on empirical study from previous work, a compressor and gas 

storage model based on the ideal gas law, a fuel cell model built from an empirical study, a battery 

model based on the Shepard battery model [36], and a simple efficiency model for the power 
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inverters used throughout the system. The final system consisted of a 5.5kW solar array, a 5kW 

PEM fuel cell, a 5kW electrolyser, and a 10kWh battery bank. The simulated performance over a 

1-year period showed an overall system efficiency of 7.08%, with 6770kWh delivered to the load, 

a total H2 production of 89.6kg, and a year-end hydrogen gas excess of 1.26kg. 

 

Maclay et al. [37] modeled and studied the performance of solar-hydrogen systems that used PEM 

based regenerative fuel cells (RFC) with a round-trip efficiency of 57%, battery storage, and ultra-

capacitors (UC). The authors simulated systems with only battery storage, only hydrogen storage, 

or a combination of both. Ultra-capacitance was studied in a battery-hydrogen hybrid system. 

MATLAB/Simulink was used to construct the PV-hydrogen system model. The battery and RFC 

models were empirically based, and the ultra-capacitors were modelled theoretically.  

It was found that a hybrid system comprised of batteries and a hydrogen energy system had the 

advantage of less unused solar energy when compared with an all-battery system, and a higher rate 

of H2 production when compared with a hydrogen only system [37]. The system using ultra-

capacitors in unison with the hybrid battery-hydrogen system was found to have little improvement 

on overall performance. The authors also investigated varying the state of charge (SOC) limits on 

the battery bank. It was found that restricting the SOC to between 20-85% decreased the required 

RFC size and storage volume. A SOC of 20-85% keeps the battery in the bulk charging phase, 

allowing higher currents to be drawn from and given to the battery. No mention of battery 

degradation due to partial charging was made. 

 

The studies of Pedrazzi et al. [35] and Maclay et al. [37] used MATLAB/Simulink to simulate the 

performance of solar-hydrogen energy systems. Another program with the ability to simulate solar-

hydrogen energy systems is the TRNSYS simulation studio. It is of particular interest to this 

research as the Queen’s Solar Calorimetry Lab has extensive experience using the software. The 
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program is explained in further detail in subsequent chapters but in essence, TRNSYS is a library 

of system components (pumps, fans, storage tanks, fuel cells, etc.) modelled using FORTRAN, the  

inputs and outputs of which can be connected together to simulate the time-varying performance 

of an energy system. Significant contribution to the hydrogen component library was made by 

Ulleberg et al., and is documented in a Ph.D. dissertation [13], as well as a collection of journal 

publications [38] [12] [10] [31]. 

  

Published in 1998, the Ph.D. work of Ulleberg documents the creation of the hydrogen components 

for the TRNSYS library. These components include an alkaline electrolyser, PEM and alkaline fuel 

cells, compressed gas storage tanks, a gas compressor, and several system controllers. The models 

are based on electrical, electrochemical, thermodynamics, and heat and mass transfer. Empirical 

relations are used to describe the performance of the more complicated devices, such as the 

electrolyser and fuel cell. A more detailed explanation of the governing relations behind each 

component is given in Chapter 3. Ulleberg validated these component models with experimental 

results from the PHOEBUS test plant, described in Section 2.1. The component models were further 

used and validated in [31], [38]. 

 

Performance improvements to the experimental wind-hydrogen energy system, described in 

Section 2.1, were made by simulating the system in TRNSYS. Ulleberg et. al [31] calibrated the 

model parameters to reflect the performance of the experimental system. Annual and weekly 

simulations were performed, using hourly wind speed data and power demand. Alternative designs, 

able to more reliably meet the electrical demand, were suggested based on the results. These 

recommendations included a 300% increase in gas storage volume, as well as replacing the 

hydrogen gen-set with a PEM fuel cell.  
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Ulleberg et al. also used the TRNSYS simulation studio to design a solar-hydrogen system that 

provided the minimum required solar array size and hydrogen storage tank volume for a small 

residence in Trondheim, Norway [38]. 

 

The simulated loads were a 5540 kWh/yr electric load, 730kWh/yr of high temperature heat (hot 

water), and 6450kWh/yr of low temperature heat (space heating). Several system architectures were 

studied, the base case being a system that used only battery and hydrogen system components (PV 

array, lead acid battery, alkaline electrolyser, H2 storage, PEM fuel cell). The required sizes of the 

base case system components were found to be: 

• PV array: 45.9kW 

• Alkaline electrolyser: 45kW 

• PEM FC: 4 kW 

• Lead-acid battery: 80 kWh 

• H2 storage: 174 m3 at 30bar 

 

Additional iterations added components such as a maximum power point tracker, a catalytic burner, 

an 8m2 solar thermal collector, in an effort to reduce the size of the base case.  

  Ulleberg found that with the addition of these components the system could be reduced in size. 

With these components included in the model, the solar array size was reduced by a factor of  2.71 

from the base case, and the required hydrogen storage volume was reduced by a factor of 2.8.  
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2.4 Control Strategies 

Typical control strategies discussed in literature use Boolean logic to determine when to start/stop 

the hydrogen energy system. These start/stop times are usually dictated by limits placed on the 

hydrogen or battery state of charge (SOC). In his study on optimum control strategies for a solar-

hydrogen system, Ulleberg used battery SOC to dictate the operation of the electrolyser and fuel 

cell [10]. Ulleberg employed two electrolyser operational modes: fixed current and variable current. 

As their names imply, the fixed current mode delivered a fixed current to the electrolyser while the 

variable current allowed the electrolyser to operate anywhere within a specific current range.  

Controller clock settings were also used to dictate the seasonal times which the electrolyser should 

be shut down. Using the final hydrogen energy storage level as a system performance indicator, the 

optimal control strategy was determined to be one in which the electrolyser was operated in variable 

power mode, with the electrolyser stop and start setpoints being 90% and 80% SOC respectively, 

the FC stop and start setpoints being 55% and 45% SOC respectively, and the fuel cell set to deliver 

65A of current to the load, when necessary [10].  

 

Bilodeau et al. [39] developed and modelled a control strategy based on a fuzzy logic controller. 

Fuzzy logic controllers (FLC) tend to be more intuitive because they use more comprehendible 

linguistic rule bases. The FLC determines the appropriate hydrogen production/consumption rate  

as a function of the system’s power inputs and outputs and the batteries’ SOC. The fuzzy controller 

was shown to prevent battery discharge below 50%, and limited the number of charge-discharge 

cycles. 

 

The work of Miland et. al [32] focused heavily on the development of fuzzy logic controls for a 

solar-hydrogen energy system. The fuzzy logic control strategy was successful at reducing the 
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electrolyser run-time while maintaining the same annual hydrogen production seen with a 

traditional Boolean logic controller. 

 

A review of the currently published literature indicates a large body of work relating to the 

modelling and experimentation of solar photovoltaic systems coupled with hydrogen energy 

systems, designed to achieve the goal of capturing and effectively storing available solar energy 

for extended durations. These systems have been seen to be technically viable solutions that when 

employed in concert with low energy-dwellings, novel system architectures, and control 

strategies can meet the energy demands of a residence. 

 

2.5 Chapter Summary  

This chapter reviewed the current literature on the subject of solar photovoltaics coupled with 

hydrogen energy storage systems. It was found that study of such systems has been ongoing since 

the early 1970’s. Many experimental systems have been considered, ranging in size from small-

scale laboratory systems to large systems capable of meeting the demands of small communities. 

The majority of systems utilized commercially available alkaline electrolysers. These 

experimental studies provide important insights into the real-world operation of these systems, 

and the associated challenges. 

 

Many modeling efforts found in the literature made use of Matlab/Simulink or TRNSYS to 

perform studies on theoretical system performance. Models typically reflect the architecture of 

real-world systems and reflect systems that use alkaline electrolysers. While the body of work on 

these systems thus far is extensive, this review found that study of PEM electrolyser based 

systems have received less attention, as has their application in Canadian locations with 

representative Canadian loads. 
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Chapter 3 

Transient modeling of energy storage systems 

3.1 Introduction 

The present chapter describes the modelling of each major component used in the simulation of a 

solar-hydrogen energy system. The governing equations are described, and modifications made to 

existing TRNSYS components are explained. 

 

3.1.1 Transient System Simulation Program 

Modeling was performed using TRNSYS [40], a powerful transient simulation program for energy 

systems. TRNSYS solves complex energy systems using a robust simultaneous equation solver. 

Individual components are characterized by user defined parameters, and these components are 

combined into a system by relating their inputs and outputs. More recent versions of TRNSYS 

allow users to create these relationships between components through a graphical user interface. 

These relations are then assembled into a control deck that provides the necessary information to 

the programs numerical solver. The system is then solved using discrete time steps to determine 

the transient response of the modeled system. TRNSYS includes a broad library of pre-programmed 

component models for energy systems, including solar systems, while also allowing the user to 

integrate custom programmed component models for further flexibility. 

 

3.2 Crystalline Module Photovoltaic Panels 

TRNSYS Type 94 photovoltaic array component was used to model the solar array considered in 

this study. Type 94 automatically assumes maximum power point tracking and reads standard 

manufacturers’ data to calculate 4 governing parameters that are used to model the performance of 

the PV array. The four-parameter model is well documented in the literature [41] and treats the PV 
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array as an equivalent circuit with a current source, a diode, a series resistance, and a load. A 

schematic of the equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 11. 

 

Figure 11: Equivalent electrical circuit in the 4-parameter model 

 

An important assumption to note is that the 4-parameter model assumes the slope of the IV curve 

is zero at the short circuit condition: 

         (15) 

The four parameters in the model are IL,ref, Io,ref , which are reference conditions for the module 

photocurrent and the diode reverse saturation current, γ, a curve fitting parameter, and Rs, which is 

the series resistance. The PV model employs these constants along with environmental conditions 

to generate an IV curve for each time-step. The current voltage equation used by Type 94 is as 

follows: 

      (16) 

where: 

 I is the current produced 

IL the module photocurrent 

Io the diode reverse saturation current 

q the electron charge constant 
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k the Boltzmann constant 

Tc the module temperature 

V the voltage 

Rs the module series resistance  

γ an empirical PV curve fitting parameter 

 

A visual representation of the circuit that Equation 16 describes can be seen in Figure 11. 

 

The photocurrent, IL, depends linearly on incident radiation. The diode reverse saturation current 

is a temperature dependent quantity. The method to determine the equivalent circuit characteristics 

is further documented in [41]. Once the IV curve is determined for a specific time-step, an iterative 

search routine finds the current and voltage at the maximum power point, Imp and Vmp respectively. 

 

3.3 Lead-acid storage batteries  

A lead-acid battery is an electrochemical device that can transform electrical energy into stored 

chemical energy (charge) and by reversing the process, release the energy again (discharge). In a 

lead-acid battery this is mainly possible due to the transfer of lead-ions to and from the electrodes.  

TRNSYS Type 47 models the performance of a lead-acid battery as it undergoes charge and 

discharge. The governing equations are those devised by Shepard et al. [42]. On discharge (I<0) 

the Shepard formula is: 

      (17) 

where: 

V  is the battery voltage,  

1 d
qd d qd
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eqd  is the open circuit voltage at full charge,   

H  is 1 minus the fractional state of charge,  

I  is the battery current,  

rqd  is the internal resistance,  

md  is a parameter which determines the shape of the IV characteristic,  

Qd  is the state of charge in Amp-hours, and  

Qm  is the rated capacity of the cell. 

 

On charge (I>0), the Shepard formula is: 

      (18) 

The controller controlling the charge/discharge of the battery ensures that I≠0 by setting I equal to 

a very small positive or negative value when charge/discharge is not occurring. This fixes the 

battery voltage on either the charge or discharge curves, as seen in Equations 17,18.  

 

The battery model also calculates the maximum rates of charge and discharge. These limits are 

necessary to prevent damage to the cells, and vary non-linearly with the battery SOC. Figure 12 

was produced using TRNSYS and demonstrates a typical charge cycle for the type of lead acid 

battery cell used in this study (Outback 200RE battery cell [43]). 
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Figure 12: Charge power versus state of charge (SOC) for a single Outback RE200 battery 

cell 

 

In this particular case the battery has been paired with a TRNSYS model of a charge controller, 

described in more detail in the following section. 

 

3.4 System Controller with SOC and SOV Monitoring 

A system controller manages the flow of power through the solar-hydrogen energy system. The 

controller assesses several conditionals and distributes power based on the current state of the 

system. The TRNSYS library contains a generic system controller for battery charging, but this 

controller is limited to giving the battery priority for charging and discharging. A new system 

controller model was created to simulate different energy hierarchies; namely, having hydrogen 

production or consumption prioritized instead.  
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3.4.1 Battery System Regulator (TRNSYS Library) 

TRNSYS Type 48 battery system regulator (controller) was used in some system simulations. 

TRNSYS Type 48 regulates the distribution of power from the solar array to a battery bank, and 

from a battery to the load. The model considers battery state of charge, voltage level, and 

charge/discharge rates. The model used these inputs, as well as several parameters to determine a 

distribution strategy for input PV power.  

 

If the battery SOC (determined based on voltage level) is at or below a minimum setpoint, power 

is directed to the battery bank. If a load is simultaneously demanded, the controller prioritizes 

meeting the load before charging the battery. The governing equation is therefore:  

battery PV loadP P P= −         (19) 

Once the load has been met, excess power is delivered to the battery for charging. The battery has 

a maximum allowable charge current, which if exceeded causes the controller to restrict the amount 

of power being sent to the battery. Once the battery is charging at the fastest rate possible, any 

excess PV power available from the array remains uncollected by the controller. Available power 

also goes uncollected when the battery reaches a full SOC. In a real-world system under these 

operating conditions, a controller would typically use pulse-width modulation to restrict power 

flow to the battery, or open the DC circuit of the system thus not collecting any energy from the 

PV array. 

 

Throughout the day the controller supplies the load with any PV output that is available. During 

instances when PV supply is not enough to meet demand, the battery is called on to provide the 

difference. The controller limits the discharge rate of the battery bank by limiting the maximum 

current draw. This maximum current draw was chosen to reflect a range of different discharge rates 

(C-rates) of the battery. C-rate is a measure of the rate at which a battery is discharged. For example, 
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a C-rate of 1C means that the discharge current will discharge the battery in 1 hour; a C-rate of 

0.5C will have discharged the battery in 2 hours. Due to thermal effects and internal losses 

experienced during discharge, an increase in C-rate corresponds to a decrease in total energy 

discharged from the battery. 

 

3.4.2 User-defined System Controller 

A custom TRNSYS component was created to study different system energy hierarchies. Several 

hierarchies exist for the system. Battery charging could be prioritized over electrolyser operation, 

and similarly, battery discharge could be prioritized over fuel cell operation. A flexible system 

controller enabled investigation of these energy hierarchies, as well as others. The range of 

hierarchies of the user-written controller can be seen in Table 2. 

Table 2: Control modes of the user-defined system controller 

Parameter Settings Description of Hierarchy  

Storage Mode 1, Load Mode 1 Electrolyser operation prioritized over battery 

charging; fuel cell operation prioritized over 

battery discharging 

Storage Mode 2, Load Mode 1 Battery charging prioritized over electrolyser 

operation; fuel cell operation prioritized over 

battery discharging 

Storage Mode 1, Load Mode 2 Electrolyser operation prioritized over battery 

charging; battery discharging prioritized over 

fuel cell operation 

Storage Mode 2, Load Mode 2 Battery charging prioritized over electrolyser 

operation; battery discharging prioritized over 

fuel cell operation 
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The user defined controller component receives several system variables as inputs, and uses key 

system parameters to determine the appropriate distribution of energy through the entire system. 

The major system variables that are measured are:  

• the battery bank voltage,  

• and the hydrogen storage tank charge 

 

The controller has parameters that sets the depth of discharge and charge limit on the battery, as 

well as the limit on hydrogen tank state-of-charge (SOC). The controller uses these parameters and 

inputs in a simple IF-ELSE logic that determines the current operating state of the system and 

distributes power accordingly. The optimal energy hierarchy chosen for this study prioritized 

battery charging before power was directed to the electrolyser, and battery discharging to a set SOC 

before full fuel cell operation began. The maximum power output of the batteries was also limited 

to extend the period over which the batteries could help deliver power. 

 

3.4.3 Electrolyser Variable Power Controller 

TRNSYS Type 100 implements a set of control functions for an electrolyser. The controller allows 

the electrolyser to operate in two power modes (constant or variable power). For the purposes of 

this study (and based on previous studies reviewed in the literature), the controller operated the 

electrolyser in variable power mode. The electrolyser controller follows a very simple strategy, 

determining if the hydrogen tank level is within a user-defined range. If the tank level is above this 

range, the power that would be sent to the electrolyser is instead redirected to an alternative storage 

medium (i.e. battery) or not collected by the system. Once the tank level drops below another 

setpoint, electrolyser operation can resume. This basic control strategy is as follows:  

If the electrolyser is currently OFF:  

• If SOC < SOClow, switch ON and operate with Pely,set = Pexcess  
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• Else, remain OFF 

If the electrolyser is currently ON:  

• If SOC > SOCup, switch OFF  

• Else, keep operating at Pely,set = Pexcess  

 

3.4.4 Power Conditioning Unit 

Power conditioners are devices that can invert DC power to AC power, and/or, vice versa. They 

can also serve as DC/DC converters, stepping up or down the voltage of a DC source. These devices 

are essential for DC systems that use components with highly mismatched IV characteristics.  

A maximum power-point tracker (MPPT) is a type of DC/DC converter. In a renewable energy 

system, the system power varies considerably over time. For a PV based system, the output 

characteristics vary based on cell temperature and solar insolation. An MPPT is useful because it 

disconnects the solar array voltage from the system voltage, allowing the array to operate at its 

maximum power point.  

 

The power loss for a power conditioner is mainly dependent on the electrical current running 

through it. The TRNSYS Type 175 power conditioner model uses a 3-parameter model, developed 

by Laukamp et. al [44]. The power loss for a power conditioner is thus described: 

      (20) 

where: 

 power loss when there is a voltage across the inverter or converter 

 set point voltage 

 internal resistance 
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 power output 

 voltage output 

 

Values for the internal resistance of the power conditioner can be drawn from performance curves 

for the devices. TRNSYS Type 175 can have either the output or input power specified by the user.  

 

The efficiency of the power conditioner is simply:  

          (21) 

 

3.4.5 PEM Electrolyser 

The PEM electrolyser model used in this study is an adapted version of the alkaline electrolyser 

model that was previously created for the TRNSYS component library. This section describes in 

detail the inner workings of this new model. The model calculates the operating voltage of the cells, 

the rate of hydrogen and oxygen gas production, the rate of internal heat generation, the required 

auxiliary cooling, and the operating temperature of the electrolyser stack. 

 

3.4.5.1 Electrochemical Model 

The electrolyser model uses a temperature dependent relation to describe the performance curve 

(or polarization curve), which is the sum of various over-potentials: 

      (22) 

where: 

Uo
rev   is the reversible voltage,  

T  is the cell temperature,  
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I  is the stack current,  

A  is the stack area, 

 r1, r2, s, t1, t2, t3   are empirically determined constants.  

 

The empirical constants are supplied to the TRNSYS routine in an external file that can be edited 

by the user. These constants determine the shape of the polarization curve, and were originally 

intended to describe the performance of an alkaline cell. For this study, new constants had to be 

determined to accurately model the PEM electrolyser. Data was collected from a PEM electrolyser 

manufacturer (Proton OnSite), the Queen’s-RMC Fuel Cell Research Centre, and a research 

publication, authored by Garcia-Valverde et al. [45]. The data from [45] was especially important, 

as the publication contained the polarization curves for a PEM cell at various operating 

temperatures. Data drawn from publications was digitized by using PlotDigitizer 2.6.8. Once 

digitized, the data from a publication was analyzed in Microsoft Excel. Excel was chosen, due to 

its robust ability to manipulate large data sets, and for its built-in optimization and curve-fitting 

tools.  

 

The original empircally determined constants were used to produce a polarization curve for all the 

test temperatures of the experimental data pulled from the manufacturer data and publication. An 

optimization of these empicially determined constants was then performed using a difference of 

squares method. The minimization of the sum of all the squared differences between published data 

and the curve fit, across all temperatures, was the objective of the solver. The solver used was a 

non-linear optimization algorithm, typically applied in situations involving non-convex models. 

The final solution reached by the solver was a difference of squares error, across all temperatures, 

of 0.051. The final PEM electrolyser IV curve produced from this exercise and used in the TRNSYS 

model can be seen in Figure 13. 
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Figure 13: TRNSYS PEM electrolyser model 

 

3.4.5.2 Hydrogen Production & Faraday Efficiency  

The Faraday efficiency is defined as the ratio between the actual and theoretical maximum amount 

of hydrogen produced in the electrolyser. Essentially a measure of gas-crossover in the cell, the 

Faraday efficiency dominates the cells performance at partial loads, while the ohmic drop is 

dominant at larger current densities [46]. The calculation of the Faraday efficiency is given by: 

( )

2

22

1

F

j
a

a j
 =

+
        (23) 

where: 

j  is the current density of the cell, and 

1a , 2a  are unitless fitting parameters, 100 and 0.95 respectively 
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Figure 14: Comparison of TRNSYS PEM electrolyser efficiency curve, and one developed 

by Schalenbach et. al [46] 

 

The fitting parameters were optimized in Excel to give an accurate reflection of Schalenbach et 

al.’s [46] work on gas-crossover in PEM electrolyser cells. A comparison of the resulting total 

effciency (Faraday and energy efficiency) is found in Figure 14. Further discussion of total energy 

efficiency can be found in Section 3.4.5.3. 

 

According to Faraday’s law, the production rate of hydrogen in an electrolyser cell is directly 

proportional to the transfer rate of electrons at the electrodes, which is equivalent to the current in 

the external circuit supplying the electrolyser. The total hydrogen production rate can be expressed 

as: 

2
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=          (24) 

where: 

2Hn  is the hydrogen production rate, 

F  is the Faraday efficiency, 
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cellsn  is the number of cells in series, 

n  is the moles of electrons per mole of water, and 

F  is the Faraday constant, F = 96 485 C/mol 

 

3.4.5.3 Electrolyser Efficiency  

The energy efficiency of a single cell in the electrolyser model is defined as: 

tn
e

cell

U

U
 =           (25) 

where: 

 tnU  is the thermo-neutral voltage, and 

cellU  is the cell voltage  

 

A basic operating principle of the electrolyser TRNSYS model is that for a given power input, the 

electrolyser must be able to achieve a per cell operating voltage greater than the thermoneutral 

voltage. In this way, efficiencies greater than 100% cannot be achieved. The total efficiency of the 

electrolyser cell is defined as the product of the energy efficiency and the Faraday efficiency: 

T e F  =           (26) 

 

3.4.5.4 Thermal Model 

The electrolyser thermal model is based on basic heat generation calculations used to determine 

thermal energy produced within the electrolyser stack, and a simple lumped capacitance heat 

transfer model describing the transfer of heat from the stack assembly to the re-circulating flow of 

deionized water, the environment, as well as the storage of heat within the stack. The generation of 

heat within the electrolyser for each timestep is described by: 
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        (27) 

where:  

ncells  is the number of cells in the stack,  

Iely  is the total current through the stack,  

ucell  is the cell operating voltage, and 

utn  is the thermoneutral voltage 

 

This generated heat was assumed to leave the stack in several ways: 

• A portion of the generated heat is conducted to the outer surface of the stack where it is 

convected away from the surface of the electrolyser.  

• A portion of generated heat is stored within the stack, and is useful as it increases the stack 

operating temperature which improves the electrode kinetics of the cell and lowers the 

reversible voltage. 

• A portion of the heat generated is transferred to the flow of de-ionized water through the cells.  

 

The de-ionized water is a recirculation loop that also supplies water to the electrochemical reaction 

occurring at the anode of the electrolyser cell. An assumption was made that the temperature of the 

deionized water in the reservoir was at a constant room temperature, or a constant mains 

temperature. This would be the case if the flowrate remained low and the de-ionized water reservoir 

was of sufficiently large volume, or if an inline deionizer acted on demand when water was drawn 

from the mains. These design options are further investigated in Chapter 6. 

 

Many of the overall thermo-physical properties of the electrolyser cell are dependent on stack 

geometry, material composition, and membrane hydration. To simplify simulation, overall 

characteristics such as the electrolyser stacks thermal capacitance and resistance have been used. 

( )gen cells ely cell tnQ n I u u= −
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These characteristics for PEM electrolysers were taken from studies that validated their assigned 

value using experimental data [32], [13]. 

 

Heat loss to the ambient environment is described by a simple lumped capacitance model. The 

lumped capacitance method assumes that the temperature of the solid is spatially uniform at any 

instant in time. This assumption implies that temperature gradients within the solid are negligible. 

Therefore, the loss of heat through conduction and convection is described by: 

( )
1

loss ely sur

T

Q T T
R

= −          (28) 

where: 

TR  is the overall thermal resistance of the electrolyser stack 

 

The rate of heat transfer to the de-ionized water flow is described by: 

cool elyQ UA LMTD=          (29) 

where: 

elyUA  is the overall heat transfer coefficient between the electrode assembly and flow of 

deionized water through the stack 

 

and the log-mean temperature difference (LMTD) is defined as: 

      (30) 

where: 

,cw iT   is the temperature of the de-ionized water flowing into the anode side of the electrolyser  

,cw oT   is the temperature of the de-ionized water leaving the anode 
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Ullberg [13], modelling the performance of an alkaline electrolyser, opted to use a UA value that 

was based on the amount of current flowing through the electrolyser. An increase in current would 

result in more vigorous convective mixing of the electrolyte suspended in the alkaline cells, due to 

larger gas bubble sizes [13]. Because this convective effect does not occur in the solid electrolyte 

of a PEM electrolyser, the original TRNSYS component had to be modified. Additional parameters 

were added to the model, namely the total cross-sectional area of the flow field of a cell, and the 

hydraulic diameter of the cell. These parameters assume a square flow field, with square channels. 

The details of this modification can be found in the Appendix C.  

 

Using the electrolyser temperature from the previous time-step, one can find the cooling water 

outlet temperature to be: 

      (31) 

Thus allowing for the calculation of Qcool. The temperature of the electrolyser at the end of the 

current time-step is determined by: 

       (32) 

where: 

tC   is the thermal capacitance of the electrolyser, J/K 

t   is the timestep 

 

The rate of heat stored within the electrolyser is the difference between the rate of heat generation 

and the sum of the rates of heat transfer out of the stack: 

store gen cool lossQ Q Q Q= − −         (33) 
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3.4.6 PEM Fuel Cell 

TRNSYS Type 170 is a generic mathematical model for a PEM fuel cell. The model derived mostly 

from theory, however the ohmic over-potential is empirically based. Details on the model 

underpinning the TRNSYS component can be found in [47]. 

 

3.4.6.1 Electrochemical Model 

The performance of the fuel cell model is defined as a function of the thermodynamic potential, the 

ohmic overpotential, and the activation overpotential, with mass transport losses incorporated into 

each term. The basic expression used to calculate cell voltage is: 

        (34) 

where:  

 is the reversible potential, 

      is the activation overpotential (loss associated with anode and cathode activity), and, 

 is the ohmic overpotential (resistances losses within the cell) 

 

The reversible potential is defined through the Nernst equation. The Nernst potential is calculated 

based on the interfacial partial pressure of the reactant gases, which changes based on cell 

temperature and applied current. For TRNSYS Type 170, the reversible potential is defined as: 

2 2

0.51.23 0.00085( 298) 0.0000431 ln( )stack stack H OE T T p p= − − +     (35) 

where: 

stackT  is the operating temperature of the fuel cell stack, 

2Hp  is the interfacial partial pressure of H2 and, 

2Op  is the interfacial partial pressure of O2 

cell act ohmicU E U U= − −

E

actU

ohmicU
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The interfacial partial pressure of the reactant gases is determined by the following expressions: 

2 2 2, ,1.334

1.653
exp 0.5FC

H H in H O sat

PEM stack

I
p p p

A T

 −
= − 

 
       (36) 

where: 

2 ,H O satp  is the saturation partial pressure of water, and, 

2 ,H inp  is the input pressure of hydrogen gas 

 

In the case of an air-breathing fuel cell, the interfacial partial pressure of O2 is found: 

 
2 2 2, (1 )O air in H O Np p x x= − −         (37) 

where: 

2H Ox  is the mole fraction of saturated water vapor in the air, and, 

2Nx  is the mole fraction of nitrogen in air 

 

The ohmic overpotential is characterized by: 
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  (38) 

where: 

FCI  is the current produced by the fuel cell, 

PEMt  is the thickness of the PEM membrane, 

PEMA  is the active area of the membrane, and, 

  is the hydration level of the cell (well hydrated in this case) 
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The parametric coefficients in the ohmic overpotential term are purely empirical, based on 

temperature and current experimental data. 

 

The activation overpotential is characterized by: 

2
0.95 0.00243 0.000192 ln( ) 0.000192 ln( ) 0.000076 ln( )act stack stack PEM stack FC stack OU T T A T I T c= − + + − +   

where: 

2Oc  is the interfacial concentration of oxygen 

 

The parametric coefficients in the activation overvoltage term are based on a linear regression of 

empirical data taken from a Ballard Mark IV fuel cell, described in [47]. 

 

3.4.6.2 Hydrogen Consumption and Air Flowrates 

According to Faraday’s law, the consumption rates of hydrogen and oxygen (from the air) in a fuel 

cell are directly proportional to the transfer rate of electrons to the electrodes, which in turn is 

equivalent to the electrical current in the external circuit. Hence, the total consumption rate of 

hydrogen and oxygen in a fuel cell, which consists of several cells connected in series, can be 

expressed as: 

        (39) 

        (40) 

        (41) 

The inlet rates of hydrogen, oxygen and air are scaled by empirical stoichiometric factors of the 

consumption rates. Supplying the fuel cell with fuel and oxygen above what is required by the 
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stoichiometry of the reaction is necessary to keep the concentration of reactants high along the 

length of the flow channels.  

 

Hydrogen, oxygen and air inlet rates are defined as: 

       (42) 

       (43) 

       (44) 

Recirculation of unused hydrogen gas is standard practice in operational fuel cell systems, but was 

not considered by the fuel cell subsystem in this work. 

 

3.4.6.3 PEM Fuel Cell Efficiency 

Several measures of fuel cell efficiency exist. For the purpose of this study, the electric efficiency 

and the fuel efficiency are used.  

The electric efficiency is calculated using the cell voltage and thermoneutral voltage. The 

thermoneutral voltage of a fuel cell is defined using the enthalpy of formation of liquid water:  

         (45) 

This thermo-neutral voltage represents the total energy in the fuel (expressed as a voltage, energy 

per unit charge) which could be obtained from the electrochemical reaction of pure hydrogen and 

oxygen gas, and is used by the model to calculate the electric efficiency of the fuel cell: 

         (46) 
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The fuel efficiency is a measure of how efficiently the fuel cell uses the energy available in the 

hydrogen supplied to it. This efficiency accounts for the stoichiometric excess of hydrogen being 

fed to the fuel cell: 

,

elec
fuel

fuel feed

P

P
 =         (47) 

The energy contained within the hydrogen is calculated using the higher-heating value (HHV). 

 

3.4.6.4 Thermal Model 

The fuel cell thermal model is based on basic heat generation calculations used to determine thermal 

energy produced within the fuel cell stack, and simple heat transfer relations describing the transfer 

of heat from the stack assembly to the environment, to an auxiliary cooling loop, heat transfer due 

to water evaporation at the cathode, as well as the storage of heat within the stack. Equation (48) 

represents the overall heat transfer balance of the system. 

       (48) 

where: 

 is the internal heat generation, 

 is the heat loss to the environment, 

 is the auxiliary cooling, 

 is the cooling due to water evaporation at the cathode, and, 

 is the thermal capacity of the fuel cell stack 

 

The internal heat generation is calculated using the energy efficiency and defined as follows: 

tC
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        (49) 

The fuel cell model uses a simple lumped-capacitance model to describe the heat transfer process 

between the environment. The lumped capacitance method assumes that the temperature of the 

solid is spatially uniform at any instant in time. This assumption implies that temperature gradients 

within the solid are negligible. An overall thermal resistance for the fuel cell and the temperature 

difference between the stack and the ambient environment is used: 

        (50) 

where: 

TR   is the overall thermal resistance of the fuel cell stack  

 

The auxiliary cooling of the fuel cell model occurs by flowing water through purpose-built channels 

within the stack assembly. The rate of cooling is defined by: 

       (51) 

 

The sensible cooling that occurs within the cell is due to water evaporation at the cathode surface. 

This is defined by: 

        (52) 

where: 

evapX   is the evaporation rate of produced water (assumed constant) 
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3.4.7 Hydrogen Gas Compressor  

The compressor model used in this simulation is a multi-stage rotational compressor. The 

compressor is modelled as an n-stage polytropic compression process, where n=1, - 5. The model 

determines the electric work required for compression, the outlet temperature of the gas, and the 

isothermic efficiency of compression. For each compressor stage, the compression work is 

calculated by: 

1

1
1

N

N
in out

in

NRT p
W

N p

− 
   = − −   

           (53 

where: 

N  is the ratio of cp to cv, and, 

inT
  is the inlet temperature of the gas to the compressor stage 

 

Pin  and Pout are known at the beginning of the calculation. The subroutine determines a linear 

‘ramping factor’ for the pressure rise across all stages, therefore assuming that the pressure 

increases equally through each stage. At the end of every timestep an outlet temperature is 

calculated for the gas exiting the compressor stage. The subroutine proceeds with calculating the 

compression work required for each subsequent compressor stage, until the final stage is reached.  

 

3.4.8 Hydrogen Gas Storage 

TRNSYS Type 164 models a compressed gas storage tank using the Van Der Waals relation for 

real gases. The model performs a simple mass balance of gas entering and leaving the tank, and 

calculates the pressure corresponding to the resulting mass of hydrogen in the tank. According to 

the Van Der Waals equation of state for real gases, the pressure of a real gas in a storage tank can 

be calculated from: 
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2

2

gasnRT n
p a

V nb V
= −

−          (54) 

where: 

a  accounts for intermolecular attraction forces, and, 

b  accounts for the volume occupied by the gas molecules 

 

In the Van Der Waals equation, a and b are defined as: 

2 227

64

cr

cr

R T
a

p
=           (55) 

8

cr

cr

RT
b

p
=           (56) 

where: 

crT , 
crp  are the critical temperature and pressure of the gas being studied 

 

3.5 Load Profile 

In order to assess the performance of the solar-hydrogen energy system, representative load profiles 

must be used to simulate the temporal occupancy patterns of a dwelling. The temporal nature of 

electricity usage is extremely important to this study, as any shift in usage pattern changes the 

amount of solar energy available for electrolysis or load demand.  

 

The load profile used in this study were synthetically derived from information regarding the 

expected annual consumption, the appliance stock and characteristics, and occupant usage patterns,  

 by Armstrong et al. [2]. The profiles generated by the authors were representative of non-HVAC 

electrical loads, with a 5-minute time resolution. Three profiles were created reflecting low, 
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medium, and high energy consumption households (4762kWh/yr, 8156kWh/yr, 13011kWh/yr, 

respectively). 

 

3.5.1 Annual Consumption Targets 

Average values for annual consumption were obtained from The Comprehensive Energy Use 

Database of the Office of Energy Efficiency of Natural Resources Canada. Data was collected from 

surveys and manufacturers data, as well as from electric utilities. The database gives average 

number of appliances per household and the average electricity use for each appliance.  

 

3.5.2 Appliance Characteristics  

Eight individual appliances are contained within the load profile. Information on the size, duration, 

and shape of each load was used to simulate the appliances individually, before being combined 

together to give a total load. 

 

Loads for cycle-based appliance, (i.e. dishwasher, washer, dryer, etc.)  were calculated using cycle 

duration and cycles-per-year data from the Canadian Standards Association and the Canadian 

Center for Housing Technology (CCHT). The calculated values were compared with data from the 

Canadian Renewable Energy Network, and found to be in agreement. 

 

Lighting loads were based on the average size of a Canadian home (141m2) and measurements 

taken by CCHT. Additionally, a minimum load of 65W was added to represent ‘phantom’ power 

drawn by appliances on standby operation. 
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3.5.3 Time of Use Probability Patterns  

Occupancy patterns were simulated using probability functions that take into account time of day, 

season, and the usage of other appliances. For example:  

• an electric range event was much more likely to occur at 17:00 versus 04:00.  

• The lighting profiles varied with season, taking into account the variation is daylight over 

the course of the year.  

• The washer and dryer followed a logical sequence of activity; the dryer would typically be 

activated after the washer, and rarely would they run simultaneously. 

 

Combining the appliance characteristics with the time of use probability curves yielded and annual 

consumption value that was then adjusted using coefficients to match the annual consumption 

target. The final generated profiles were compared by Armstrong et al. [2] with data collected by 

Hydro Quebec, which was representative of the same size dwelling and used the same 5-minute 

timescale. 

 

3.6 Input of Load Profiles into TRNSYS 

The load profile is stored in an external .csv file. TRNSYS Type 9 is able to retrieve the file and 

read the data into the input file of a simulation. Type 9 also allows for modification of the magnitude 

of the variable that is being read, allowing for reductions or increases in the electrical load used by 

the simulation. This allows for different size loads to be studied, while still keeping the original 

shape of the profile. 
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3.7 Analysis of Synthetic Load Profile 

Understanding the load to be met by the solar-hydrogen energy system is essential for properly 

sizing the system components. The NRC load profile data was analyzed to understand the average 

load level contained within the set, in addition to the frequency of occurrence of certain load levels.  

 

 

Figure 15: Probability distribution load diagram for the synthetically derived load profile 

used in this study. 

 

 

Figure 16: Example of 5 days of simulated load. Time axis starting at 0 corresponds to 

midnight 
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The data in Figure 15 indicates 95% of power demand is below 2000W, and averaged 543W over 

the course of the year. The peak power demand of the synthetically derived load was 7502W. 

A representative five-day sample of the synthetically derived load can be seen in Figure 16. Major 

power spikes can be seen to occur during the morning and in the evening, typical of expected 

occupancy times. 

 

The preceding sections have described, in detail, the models and governing equations used to 

replicate the real-world performance of each individual system component considered in this study. 

In the following Chapter, the exact system architectures studied are defined with the type of 

components used, and their selected sizings are presented in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 4 

Energy Storage System Architectures 

4.1 Introduction & System Architectures 

The TRNSYS component models developed in this work were used to simulate two energy storage 

system architectures. The two architectures investigated in this work are an all-battery system and 

a hybrid battery/hydrogen energy storage system. Identical load profiles were used for each 

simulated system, and are described in detail in Section 3.5.The all-battery system relies solely on 

a large battery bank to store electricity produced by the PV array and deliver it to the load. The 

hybrid system uses a combination of hydrogen system and battery to store available electricity and 

meet the load demand.The solar panel parameters and array size were the same for each simulated 

system. The PV array was chosen to be representative of a large system installed on a residence 

[48], and therefore sized to be 10.2 kW(peak) in size, with a total array area of 66m2. The solar 

array was biased towards winter production by using a high tilt angle of 40°. Maintaining identical 

array sizes for all simulations allowed for comparison of each unique system architectures 

effectiveness when storing and distributing input PV energy. The manufacturer’s panel parameters 

used in this work are shown in Table 3. 

 

Table 3: Key manufacturers parameters for the solar panel used in TRNSYS simulations 

(Representative of a Canadian Solar CS6P-255 module) 

Module Power at MPP 255W 

Module Voltage at MPP 31.2V 

Module Current at MPP 8.18A 

Module Area 1.65 m2 
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4.1.1 Battery System 

The first system architecture studied was a battery energy storage system. The system was 

comprised of a solar array with MPPT, a system controller used to distribute power, and a 48V 

bank of lead-acid batteries with model parameters set to reflect the performance of an Outback 

200RE battery. Specifications on this battery can be found in Table 4 and Table 5. A schematic of 

this system architecture can be seen in Figure 17.  

Table 4: Voltage and charge characteristics of the Outback 200RE 

 Outback Energy Cell 200RE 

Voltage per Unit 12V 

Manufacturer Recommended depth of 

discharge 

10.5V, 40% 

Maximum charging current 53.4A 

 

Table 5: Discharge characteristics of the Outback 200RE battery, 12V Ampere Hour (AH) 

Capacity to cell voltage of 1.75V, 40% depth-of-discharge (Tamb = 25°C) 

 12V Ampere Hour (AH) Capacity to 1.75V per cell (Tamb = 25°C) 

Discharge Time (hrs) 1 2 4 8 12 24 

Ampere-Hour (AH) 103.0 120.0 139.6 158.4 168.0 181.4 
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Figure 17: System architecture of the simulated all-battery energy storage system 

 

4.1.2 Hybrid Energy Storage System 

The second system architecture studied was a hybrid system, combining elements of both the 

battery and hydrogen storage systems. This architecture is discussed found in the literature, as 

batteries are seen as a viable short-term energy storage option, and hydrogen is more suited to long-

term seasonal storage [37], [38], [32]. A schematic of this system architecture can be seen in Figure 

18. 
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Solar Array

Load Profile System Controller

Weather File

PEM Electrolyser & Subsystem
PEM Fuel Cell & 

Subsystem
 

Battery Bank

3-Stage H2 Gas Compressor

Storage Tank

AC/DC Inverter

DC/DC Converter DC/DC Converter 

 

Figure 18: System architecture for hybrid system 

 

Both the PEM electrolyser and fuel cell require subsystems to operate. These subsystems consist 

of water pumps and air blowers, used to supply the devices with the necessary reactants, and to 

assist with the removal of generated heat. Additional components found in these devices, such as 

control boards, and H2 dryers and purifiers were chosen not to be simulated based on the lack of 

pre-existing models and their low relative power consumption [49]. Schematics of these subsystems 

can be seen in Figure 18 and Figure 19. 
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Figure 19: PEM electrolyser and related subsystem 

 

 

Figure 20: PEM Fuel Cell and related subsystem 

 

Annual simulation of these systems was performed, minimum system sizes were investigated, and 

systems were evaluated based on performance metrics discussed further in the following Chapters. 
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Chapter 5 

Results of Annual System Simulations 

The following chapter presents TRNSYS simulation results for the two system architectures 

described in Chapter 4: an all-battery storage system, and a hybrid system relying on a battery and 

hydrogen energy storage system. 

 

5.1 Performance Metrics 

Three major performance metrics are used to evaluate different solar-hydrogen energy system 

designs: 

The number of Load Interruptions (Performance Metric 1) measures every instance when power 

to the load is interrupted, due to low SOC of the hydrogen tank or battery bank, or when demand 

exceeds the maximum power output of the system. This metric allows for comparison between two 

dissimilar energy storage systems. The desired limit for load interruptions per year was chosen to 

be 15. 

PV Utilization Factor (Performance Metric 2)  is a ratio of energy that enters the storage system 

versus the amount of energy produced by the PV array. Measured in kWh per kWh produced. 

The storage loop efficiency (Performance Metric 3) measures the conversion and re-electrification 

efficiency of the energy storage systems, taking into account the losses that occur as PV energy is 

converted to a chemical form of storage and then re-converted into usable electric energy when the 

need arises.  

An additional metric, applied to the hybrid system was the Year-end SOC (Performance Metric 

4), which measures whether or not there has been a net increase in the amount of hydrogen stored 

within the system. Simulations begin with an initial tank SOC of 50%, and hybrid systems are 

evaluated based on their ability to have an SOC >50% by year-end. This performance metric only 

allows for comparison between hybrid system designs, and is not relevant for an all-battery system. 
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5.2 Time Step Selection 

The time-step selected for the simulations is constrained by the load-file time-step. TRNSYS 

requires the load file time-step to be an integer multiplier of the simulation time-step. Since the 

synthetically derived load data file timestep is fixed at 5 minutes, the simulation time-step can only 

be an integer divisor of 5 minutes. Simulations were therefore run with a 5-minute timestep as this 

provided the highest level of accuracy to the results, and the time and computational power required 

to complete annual simulations was not excessively long (<15 minutes). 

 

5.3 Results of Battery System Simulation 

The first system architecture studied was the all-battery system. To determine the required size of 

this system, Performance Metric 1 was applied: Limiting the number of load interruptions to 15 per 

year. The results of the TRNSYS simulation showed that for the 10.2kWp solar array with MPPT 

to meet the reliability condition, Qty. 104 Outback 200RE batteries providing 172.8 kWh of storage 

potential were required. Based on manufacturer specification sheets, 104 batteries would amount 

to 2.4m3 of physical volume, not including the required balance of system (BOS) components, and 

manufacturer recommended clearance between all the batteries. Figure 21 shows the architecture 

and sizing of each individual component of the all-battery system. 
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Figure 21: System sizing an architecture of the simulated all-battery energy storage system 

 

The results of the annual simulation of the all-battery energy storage system are displayed visually 

in Figure 22. The size of each energy flow is proportional to the energy flow between each system 

component, summed over the entire simulated year. Yellow flows indicate energy in the form of 

electrical potential, while red shows flows of thermal energy. Each individual system component 

has flows entering from the top, and exiting through the bottom of the representative component, 

until the end state is reached when electricity is delivered to the load, or energy goes uncollected. 

Exact quantities of annual energy throughput and the conversion efficiencies of each component 

are shown in Table 6. 

 

Figure 23 shows the change is battery SOC over the first simulated year. SOC at the beginning of 

the year was 0%. 

Solar Array
Peak Power: 10.2kWp

MPP: 312V, 32.72A
Array Area: 66m2

Battery Bank
Outback 200RE

Capacity: 482kWh @ C4
Max. Charge Current: 45A

Max. Discharge Current: 35A

Load Profile
Max. Power Demand: 

7502kW
Annual Energy: 4762.7kWh

Power Conditioner
10kW AC/DC 

System Controller

Weather File
Toronto, CWECS
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Figure 22: Annual energy flows through the battery energy storage system 
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Table 6: Major energy inputs and outputs of battery system, and conversion efficiency 

Component Energy Input (kWh) Energy Output (kWh) Conversion 

Efficiency (%) 

PV Array 108676 14780 13.6% 

Battery 3696 2923 79% 

AC/DC Inverter 5246 5189 97.3% 

 

 

 

 

Figure 23: Annual SOC of battery bank 
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5.3.1 Daily Dynamics of Battery System 

 

 

Figure 24: Power distribution through the battery system over a 5-day period, January 27-

31st  

 

 

Figure 25: State-of-charge of the battery bank over a 5-day period, January 27-31st 
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Figure 24 and Figure 25 show the power distribution and SOC of the battery system, over a 120-

hour period from January 27th to 31st. These figures demonstrate the relationships between PV panel 

output, battery charging, discharging, and load demand, during a period of challenging operating 

conditions for the system. Low solar insolation in the winter months results in less energy 

production from the PV array, thereby decreasing power available for the load and battery charging. 

The figures are aligned in such a way that allows for comparison between system power distribution 

and SOC.   

 

Figure 24 and Figure 25 specifically demonstrate a low-SOC situation for the battery system. Two 

days of limited solar insolation drain the battery to the cut-off SOC, 40%. A load fault would occur 

at a point where the battery SOC reaches 40%, and the PV array is not producing enough power to 

meet the load demand. 

 

The number of operation cycles is an important metric to consider when assessing the battery 

energy storage system. Literature and technical specifications for the battery model considered in 

this study indicate that lifetime of the batteries, measured in cycles, is impacted by the Depth of 

Discharge (DoD). Figure 26 was taken from the manufacturer technical specification sheet for the 

Outback RE200 battery. 
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Figure 26: manufacturer expected cycle count, as a function of depth of discharge 

 

During the simulated year, the battery bank went through 407 discharge cycles. The average DoD 

for each month of the year is shown in Figure 27: 

 

Figure 27: average Depth of Discharge by month, for the simulated year 

 

The annual average DoD was 8.8%. Table 7 summarizes these results. 

Table 7: cycles and average depth of discharge for the simulated year 
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Referring to the manufacturer data in Figure 26, one can estimate the expected lifetime of the 

battery bank based on the simulated operating conditions (annual cycle count, and average DoD) 

to be approximately 15 years.  

 

More refined analysis of battery discharging dynamics, operating conditions, and environmental 

factors could be performed to determine the exact lifetime of the battery, but this is beyond the 

scope of the current study. 

 

5.4 Results of Hybrid System Simulation 

The second architecture studied involved a hybrid energy storage system, combining a battery 

system with a hydrogen energy system. The initial size of the various system components was 

chosen based on the maximum output of the solar array, and the maximum load demand 

(characterized in Section 3.5). This led to an 11 kWp PEM electrolyser, and a 6 kWp PEM fuel 

cell. The electrolyser was oversized relative to the PV array to ensure that at no time was the 

hydrogen system unable to absorb available solar energy. The size of the fuel cell was selected to 

meet 99% of the maximum load seen in the synthetic load profile. 

 

The initial battery bank size was chosen to be 20 kWh, resulting in a battery bank size of 12 Outback 

200RE batteries in a 48V configuration. The system also consists of a 3-stage hydrogen gas 

compressor, and a 10 m3, 100bar storage tank. This system size led to 6 load faults over the course 

of the year, a reduction from the 15 seen in the all-battery system. Because the criteria for maximum 

number of load faults had been met, no system components were increased in size. Optimization 

of the system size to find the smallest possible system configuration is discussed in further detail 

in Chapter 7. The system schematic with the selected component sizes can been seen in Figure 28. 
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The results of the annual simulation of the hydrogen energy storage system are displayed visually 

in Figure 29. The size of each energy flow is proportional to the energy flow between each system 

component, summed over the entire simulated year. Yellow flows indicate energy in the form of 

electrical potential, blue indicates flows of chemical potential energy in the form of hydrogen gas 

(considering HHV), and red shows flows of thermal energy. Each individual system component 

has flows entering from the top, and exiting through the bottom of the representative component, 

until the end state is reached when electricity is delivered to the load, or energy goes uncollected, 

or energy remains stored in the system, or is dumped to the environment. Exact quantities of annual 

energy throughput and the conversion efficiencies of each component are shown in Table 8. Shown 

in Table 9 is the annual energy consumption of the electrolyser and fuel cell subsystems. 

 

Solar Array
Peak Power: 10.2kWp

MPP: 312V, 32.72A
Array Area: 66m2

Load Profile
Max. Power Demand: 7502kW

Annual Energy: 4762.7kWh
System Controller

Weather File
Toronto, CWECS

PEM Electrolyser & Subsystem
Peak Power: 11 kW
Active Area: 0.42m2

Max. Current Density: 1700mA/cm2

PEM Fuel Cell & 
Subsystem

Peak Power: 6kW
 

Battery Bank
Outback 200RE

Capacity: 20 kWh @ C4
Max. Charge Current: 45A

Max. Discharge Current: 35A

3-Stage H2 Gas Compressor

10 m3 Storage Tank
Max. Pressure: 100bar

10 kW AC/DC Inverter

15 kW DC/DC Converter 10 kW DC/DC Converter 

 

Figure 28: Overall system size of the hybrid energy storage system 
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Figure 29: Annual energy flows of the hydrogen energy storage system 
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Table 8: Energy inputs and outputs to major system components, and associated conversion 

efficiency 

 

Component 

 

Energy Input (kWh) 

 

Energy Output 

(kWh) 

Conversion 

Efficiency 

(%)/Stored 

Energy(kWh) 

PV Array 108676 14780 13.6% 

Electrolyser 6627 5548 (HHV) 83.7% 

Fuel Cell 4767 (HHV) 2222 46.6% 

Battery 1271 993 78.1% 

AC/DC Inverter 5246 5189 98.9% 

Electrolyser DC/DC 7054 6627 93.9% 

Fuel Cell DC/DC 2222 2091 94.1% 

H2 Storage 5548 (HHV) 4767 (HHV) 781 

 

Table 9: Energy consumption of hydrogen subsystem components 

Electrolyser Subsystem Energy Consumption (kWh) % of Total ELY consumption 

H2 Compressor 203.5 3.0% 

De-ionized Water Pump 0.14 N/A 

Fuel Cell Subsystem Energy Consumption (kWh) % of Total FC production 

Air Blower 47.5 2.1% 

Cooling Water Pump 0.14 N/A 

 

Figure 30 shows the change in hydrogen tank SOC over the course of the simulated year. The level 

of the tank at t=0 is 50% (38.4 kg H2), representing an initial stored energy potential of 1512 kWh. 
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The SOC sees little change until hour 1740, when incident solar radiation begins to increase for the 

year. The tank reaches first reaches full charge at hour 3733, at which point the electrolyser 

controller shuts down the electrolyser until the tank SOC falls below 95%. This controller hysteresis 

band prevents rapid cycling of the electrolyser at high states of charge. The storage tank reaches a 

full volume 11 times during the simulated year. The SOC begins to decline again at hour 7260, and 

reaches a final SOC of 76% by year end. The 26% increase in SOC represents 781 kWh of chemical 

potential (HHV) in the form of hydrogen gas. 

 

It is during the hysteresis band that most of the PV array energy is not collected. Changing the 

initial tank charge (below 50%) would have significant effect on the amount of PV energy that goes 

uncollected in the simulated year. 

 

 

Figure 30: Hydrogen tank state of charge over the course of the simulated year 

 

Figure 31 and Figure 32 show the power distribution and SOC of the hybrid system, over an 85-

hour period from June 3rd to June 6th. These figures demonstrate the relationships between PV panel 

output, electrolyser power input, battery charging, discharging, fuel cell power output, and load 

demand. Figure 32 shows multiple states of complete discharge of the 20 kWh battery bank. Instead 

of creating a load fault in this situation, the hybrid system compensates for the lack of charge in the 
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battery by increasing the output of the fuel cell. Simulation of both load controller scenarios, Load 

Mode 1 and Load Mode 2 indicated that prioritizing battery discharge over FC use was 

advantageous for both load interruptions and year-end hydrogen tank SOC. 

 

Figure 31: Power distribution through the hybrid energy storage system 

 

 

Figure 32: State of Charge (SOC) of the battery bank and H2 storage tank 
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The electrolyser and fuel cell operating temperatures were studied over the same time-period. The 

simulated operating temperatures are seen in Figure 33 and Figure 34.  

 

Figure 33: Electrolyser operating temperature and water outlet temperature 

 

Figure 34: Fuel cell operating temperature. Cooling water outlet temperature is a constant 

45°C 

 

The two models modulate their operating temperatures through different means. The electrolyser 

relies on an external PID controller to set and measure the operating temperature after every 

timestep, and then the PID controller increases or decreases the de-ionized water flow rate 

accordingly. The fuel cell model performs this calculation internally, and is therefore able to hold 

an exact operating temperature setpoint while simulating operation. 
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Characterizing the water temperature at the anode water outlet of the electrolyser and the cooling 

water outlet of the fuel cell is necessary to assess the utility of the thermal energy flow. The fuel 

cell model has a set water temperature rise of 25°C, making the outlet water temperature 45°C. The 

electrolyser has a more variable temperature rise, due to the nature of the model. The average water 

outlet temperature for the simulated year was 58.8°C. 

 

The number of operation cycles is an important metric to consider when assessing the hybrid energy 

storage system. Literature indicates that performance of the major components (fuel cell, 

electrolyser, and battery) are impacted by the number of cycles and the duration of each cycle. 

TRNSYS was used to determine the number of cycles that each component had during the 

simulated year. Results are shown in Table 10. 

 

Table 10: Number of operational cycles for each major hybrid system component 

 Electrolyser Fuel Cell 

Definition of 1 

cycle 

Pin>100W Pout>100W 

Minimum Run-

time 

5 minutes 5 minutes 

Number of 

Cycles 

226 394 

 

 Battery 

Number of Cycles 393 

Average Depth of 

Discharge 

 

46% 
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Referring once again to Figure 26, one can determine that under these operating conditions the 

expected lifetime of the battery would be approximately 5 years. 

 

Expected lifetime of the electrolyser and fuel cell components is not presented in this work, as 

reliable manufacturer data on the lifetime of systems could not be obtained.  

 

5.5 Summary of Results 

This chapter presented TRNSYS simulation results for two system architectures: (1) an all-battery 

storage system, and (2) a hybrid battery and hydrogen energy storage system. Both systems were 

simulated with an identical 10.6kW PV array, and therefore had identical PV energy inputs. To 

meet the reliability requirements set forth at the beginning of the chapter (maximum 15 load 

interruptions over the simulated year), the battery storage size for system (1) was determined to be 

172.8 kWh. This battery bank size resulted in an annual average depth of discharge of 8.8% 

The hybrid system was initially sized according to the 10.6kW PV array, and the synthetic load 

profile maximum demand. Simulation of this initial sizing resulted in 6 load interruptions 

throughout the course of the simulated year. Evaluating the simulation results using the 

performance metrics identified at the beginning of this chapter yields the results shown in Table 11 

and Table 12. 

 

Table 11: Performance metric assessment for all-battery system 

PM1: Load Interruptions 15 

PM2: PV Utilization Factor 0.25 

PM3: Battery Storage Loop Efficiency 79% 

PM4: Hydrogen Storage Loop Efficiency N/A 
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Table 12: Evaluation of performance metrics for hybrid energy storage system 

PM1: Load Interruptions 6 

PM2: PV Utilization Factor 0.57 

PM3: Battery Storage Loop Efficiency 78% 

PM4: Hydrogen Storage Loop Efficiency 34% 

 

Further discussion of these results, and evaluation of the performance metrics for both systems is 

given in Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 6 

Discussion of Results 

6.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, the simulated results of the battery and hybrid energy storage systems presented in 

Chapter 5 are discussed. Significant results for each individual system are discussed, and 

performance comparisons of the two systems are made. Advantages and disadvantages of each 

system are identified. 

 

6.2 Battery System 

The TRNSYS simulations indicate that in order to meet the load interruptions requirement as laid 

out in Section 5.2, the required storage potential of the battery bank is 172.8 kWh. Using the 

performance specifications from the Outback 200RE battery, this storage potential equates to 104 

individual batteries, totaling 2.4m3 of physical volume for the batteries themselves.  

 

Referring to Figure 23 and Figure 27, one can see that the battery bank SOC rarely drops below 

80% (averaging 91.2%), specifically during the summer months. The increased solar insolation as 

well as a longer solar day seen during this time means that the PV panel output can better meet the 

load demand. The battery becomes less essential during this time. 

 

The battery bank experiences much greater use during the winter months, when significant 

depletion of the state of charge occurs. Indeed, the majority of load faults occur during the winter 

months, when the battery SOC reaches its allowable minimum of 40% SOC, and the solar insolation 

and solar day are decreased in both magnitude and duration. 
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Figure 24 demonstrates the decline in charge of the battery bank during a 5-day period in the winter. 

The TRNSYS simulation indicates that a 2-day period of low solar insolation during this time, 

coupled with the high load demand during this period would severely deplete the battery bank, 

almost to the point of full discharge.  

 

The high average SOC of the battery bank throughout the year, particularly in the summer months, 

leaves little use for solar energy that is not being used to meet the load demand. Figure 22 visually 

demonstrates the large portion of available PV output that remains uncollected by the system. This 

uncollected energy leads to a very low PV Utilization Factor, discussed later. 

 

6.3 Hybrid System  

The hybrid system simulation indicates that a significant reduction in battery storage can be made 

by integrating a hydrogen system. The size of system chosen (11kW electrolyser, 6kW fuel cell, 

20kWh battery bank, 10m3 H2 storage volume) also demonstrated an improvement in reliability, 

only experiencing 6 load faults throughout the simulated year. 

 

The results for hydrogen loop efficiency compare well with those found in literature [30] [31], as 

do the values for subsystem energy consumption [30]. 

 

Referring to Figure 29, one can see the annual amount of uncollected PV energy is greatly reduced 

in the hybrid system (yielding a higher PV Utilization Factor). While the load is slightly greater for 

the hybrid system (due to consumption from the electrolyser and fuel cell subsystems), most of the 

energy that went uncollected by the all-battery system is directed through the hydrogen system and 

produces a net gain in stored energy by years-end, and a significant flow of thermal energy. 
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The results for this flow of thermal energy indicate that the cooling stream of the fuel cell, and the 

de-ionized water supply leaving the electrolyser have the potential to be significant sources of 

thermal energy, shown in Table 13. 

Table 13: Thermal energy rejected from electrolyser and fuel cell cooling loops, and average 

temperatures 

 Thermal energy in cooling 

water (kWh) 

Average Temperature (°C) 

Fuel Cell  2545 45.0 

Electrolyser 1079 58.1 

Figure 30, depicting the SOC of the hydrogen storage tank over the course of the year, demonstrates 

the annual dynamic of the storage tank SOC. The cycling seen during the summer months (starting 

at hour 3733) is a result of the hydrogen storage tank reaching a maximum SOC, forcing the 

electrolyser to cease production until the SOC returns below the lower hysteresis band (0.95 SOC). 

This cycling is the most significant contributor to the total uncollected PV array energy during the 

simulated year. With no restriction on storage tank capacity, the system has the potential to produce 

229kg of H2 per year, a 62.6% increase in production over the base system which was simulated 

with a 10m3 storage tank. Based on the HHV of H2, this equates to 3451kWh of energy per year. 

This additional hydrogen could be used by the residence for space heating, cooking, or in a 

hydrogen fuel cell vehicle (providing nearly a tank of fuel per week, based on average tank size 

and driving rates). 

 

6.4 Comparison of the Performance Metrics for the two systems 

The performance metrics given in Section 5.5 are presented again in this Section for comparison, 

and shown in Table 14. The hybrid system had fewer load interruptions than the battery system, 

and had a better PV Utilization Factor. This is due to the greater storage potential of the hybrid 

system, with the hydrogen tank being able to store 3024 kWh of potential energy versus the battery 
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bank’s maximum capacity of 172.8 kWh. However, once the energy entered the storage system the 

battery system was able to more efficiently store and convert the PV array output back into usable 

electric energy, demonstrated by the high storage loop efficiency relative to the hydrogen loop 

efficiency. 

 

Table 14: Comparison of performance metrics between system architectures 

 Hybrid System Battery System 

Load Interruptions 7 15 

PV Utilization Factor 0.57 0.25 

Battery Storage Loop Efficiency 78% 79% 

Hydrogen Storage Loop Efficiency 34% N/A 

 

The batteries in both systems experienced a similar number of discharge cycles over the course of 

the simulated year.  The size of the battery bank in the all battery system meant that the average 

depth-of-discharge was significantly less than the average depth-of-discharge for the hybrid 

system. Based on manufacturer data, the batteries in the all-battery system would have a lifetime 

approximately 3 times longer. However, the eventual replacement of degraded batteries would 

require significantly more batteries to be replaced (172.8kWh of capacity, versus 20kWh). 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Work 

 

TRNSYS simulations were performed to analyze the transient behavior of two energy storage 

systems; a battery storage system, and a hybrid storage system that combines battery storage with 

a hydrogen storage system. The intended use of the systems was to meet the electrical demands of 

a low energy consumption Canadian dwelling. The proper operating schemes of both systems were 

investigated and the simulations were made to reflect these conditions and limitations. A new 

TRNSYS controller model was developed and modification was made to a pre-existing alkaline 

electrolyser TRNSYS model to reflect the performance characteristics of a generic PEM 

electrolyser. The two systems studied were sized based on the load demand that was required to be 

met, with the condition that the number of load faults did not exceed 15 for the simulated year. The 

first architecture studied was the battery storage system. Simulation indicated that for a 10kWp PV 

array to meet the load demand with the required reliability, a 172.8kWh lead acid battery bank was 

required. After simulation of the battery storage system, the hybrid energy storage system was 

investigated. Sizing was based on the 10kWp solar array, and analysis of the synthetic load profile. 

The chosen size of the hybrid system was as follows: 

• An 11kW PEM electrolyser 

• A 6 kW PEM fuel cell 

• A 20kWh lead acid battery bank 

• A 10m3 hydrogen storage tank 

 

This system experience 6 load faults throughout the simulated year. Sankey diagrams were used 

to depict the energy flows through each system, and comparison showed the battery system to 
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have a higher electrical efficiency than the hybrid system (79% vs. 34%), and that the hybrid 

system had a greater PV Utilization Factor (0.57 vs. 0.25) 

 

Future goals for this work should include the following: 

• A thorough investigation into the optimal size of every system component. This 

investigation should make use of available multi-variable optimization programs. These 

programs have the capability of finding global minimums for user defined cost functions. 

The cost function for the hybrid system should consist of reliable estimates at the capital 

and operational costs associated with each system component, in order to make useful 

conclusions on optimum system size. Including CAPEX and operational cost in the 

comparison of these two systems would result in a more wholesome comparison. 

• Further development of a waste heat recovery system for the electrolyser and fuel cell is 

necessary. The streams of waste heat had high utility, but temporal factors were not 

investigated (i.e. periods of hot water/space heating demand). Energy consumption related 

to these external subsystems was not modeled. 

• While some work was done to optimize the performance of the system controller (by 

limiting battery discharge power), further optimization should occur. Integrating 

predictive controllers or different energy hierarchies could yield further decreases in the 

required storage volume of hydrogen. 
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Chapter 8 

 

8.1 APPENDIX A - Graphical User Interface for TRNSYS simulations 

 

 

Figure 35: TRNSYS user interface for the hybrid system model 
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Figure 36: TRNSYS user interface for the battery system model 
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8.2 APPENDIX B - Parameters for simulation 

 

Table 15: TRNSYS parameters for PV model 

Module short-circuit current at reference 

conditions 

8.9A 

Module open-circuit voltage at reference 

conditions 

37.8 

Maximum Power Point 31.2V, 8.18A 

Module Area 1.65 

tau-alpha product for normal incidence 0.95 

 

Table 16: TRNSYS parameters for battery model 

Battery energy capacity at C4 139.56AH 

Max Current per cell, charging 46A 

Max current per cell, discharging 35A 

Max charge voltage per cell 2.4V 

Discharge cutoff voltage 1.75V 

 

Table 17: TRNSYS parameters for electrolyser model 

Active area 0.015m2 

Maximum current density 1700 mA cm-1 

Maximum operating temperature 100°C 

Overall thermal resistance 0.68K/W 

Tau product 1.88hr 
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Flow field geometry Parallel 

Channel width 0.001m 

Ratio of flow field area to active area 0.7 

 

 

Table 18: TRNSYS parameters for fuel cell model 

Active area 0.023m2 

Membrane thickness 0.000118m 

Minimum cell voltage 0.5V 

Maximum current density 1500mA cm-1 

Overall thermal resistance  0.5K/W 

Overall thermal capacitance 32000 J/kg 

Stoichiometric ratio of O2 2.5 

Stoichiometric ratio of H2 1.15 

Evaporation rate of water in cathode 0.25 

 

Table 19: TRNSYS parameters for power conditioner model (electrolyser example) 

Maximum power 15 000W 

Idling constant 0.00058636 

Ohmic Constant  138.42 
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8.3 APPENDIX C - Source code for TRNSYS electrolyser model 

 

The TRNSYS model depicted in its raw FORTRAN code below was originally created by Oystein 

Ulleberg for the purposes of modeling alkaline electrolysers. The author of this study has reviewed 

its contents, and where necessary made adaptations to allow for this model to be applicable for 

PEM electrolysers as well. Adaptations are highlighted in Yellow. 

 

Subroutine Type160 
!***********************************************************************************************************

************ 

!                                                                             Øystein Ulleberg  
!                                                                                          IFE  

!                                                                       

!   TypeE160: Advanced Alkaline Electrolyser - Version 4.7               
!                                                                       

!   Versions:                                                           

!   1.0  1998       - Originally developed for ØU's PhD-thesis [2]      
!   2.0  2000-08-07 - Modified for TRNSYS 14.2 W/IISiBat, ØU            

!   3.0  2001-03-14 - Modified for TRNSYS 15.0 w/IISiBat3, ØU           

!   4.0  2001-10-10 - Modifications for TYPE160 TRNSYS15.0 w/IISiBat3, modularization of TYPE160, new ELYFARAD equation,  
!                     improved thermal models in ELYOFF and ELYTHERM, improved source code readability, ØU              

!   4.1  2002-01-23 - Bugs in FORMAT statements fixed                   

!   4.2  2002-04-14 - NUMSTR removed from declaration                   
!   4.3  2003-10-30 - Checking voltage & current limits are skipped     

!   4.4  2004-08-17 - Updated to TRNSYS 16.0 coding standard, DB 

!   4.5  2005-03-21 - fixed a bug. This component resets values in its own XIN() array. I 
!                     added an internal array called xin_int(), which is filled from the 

!                     normal XIN() array at each timestep. Internal modifications are now 

!                     made to the xin_int() array and not to XIN() itself.        
!   4.6  2006-07-27 - DAA: Added a check so Type160 does not issue a warning if it is turned off and the voltage is low. 

!   4.7  2009-09-00 - TPM: conversion to version 17 coding standards   
!   4.8  2009-10-16 - DEB: Added a check so that Type160 does not generate an invalid floating point if the elyzer  

!                     temperature is set to zero C.                                                                     

!                                                                       
!   Main Equations:                                                     

!   ---------------                                                     

!                                                                       
!   The main reaction - decomposition of water is :                     

!                                                                       

!       H2O -> H2 + 1/2 O2                                              

!                                                                       

!   The model consists of three main parts:                             
!                                                                       

!   1. The I-U Characteristics used is of the form:                     

!                                                                       
!       U = Urev(T) + r(T)*I/A + s*log10[(t(T)*I/A+1]                   

!                                                                       

!       where:                                                          
!                                                                       

!                          DG(T)                                               

!         Urev(T) = -----              reversible voltage               
!                           n*F                                                 

!                                                                       

!         r(T) = r1 + r2*T             resistance in electrolyte        
!         s    = s1                    overvoltage on electrodes        

!         t(T) = t1 + t2/T + t3/T^2    overvoltage on electrodes        
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!                                                                       

!         P = constant                                                  

!                                                                       

!                                                                       
!   2. Thernmal energy balance:                                         

!                                                                       

!       Qstore = Qgen - Qloss - Qcool                                   
!                                                                       

!       where:                                                          

!                                                                       
!         Qstore = Ct*dT/dt                        stored heat          

!         Qgen   = ncells*U*I*[1-eta_e]            generated heat       

!         Qloss  = 1/Rt*(T-Troom)                  heat losses          

!         Qcool  = n_H2O*cp_hH2O*(TH2Oin-TH2Oout)  cooling              

!                                                                       
!                                                                       

!   3. Oxygen & Hydrogen production:                                    

!                                                                       
!                (I/A)^2                                                

!      Eta_f = ------------ * a2       Faraday efficiency               

!              a1 + (I/A)^2                                             
!                                                                       

!                               I                                       

!      n_H2 = Eta_f * ncells * ---     molar H2 production rate         

!                              n*F                                      

!                                                                       

!      n_O2 = 1/2 * n_H2               molar O2 production rate         

!                                                                       
!                                                                       

!   Subroutines:                                                        

!   TYPE160 calls the following 6 subroutines:                          
!   1. ElyOff:                                                          

!      - Simplified calculations when the electrolyser is switched OFF  

!   2. ElyGibbs:                                                        
!      - Thermodynamics in a water splitting reaction (per cell basis)  

!   3. ElyElec:                                                         

!      - Electrochemical model calculations (per cell basis)            
!   4. ElyFarad:                                                        

!      - Faraday efficiency calculations                                

!   5. ElyStack                                                         
!      - Overall stack calculations                                     

!   6. ElyTherm                                                         

!      - Thermal energy equation calculaltions (per stack basis)        
!                                                                       

!   Assumptions:                                                        

!   See reference [1].                                                  
!                                                                       

!   References:                                                         

!   1. Ulleberg Ø (2001) Modeling of advanced alkaline electrolysers: A systems Simulation Approach.  Paper to be  
!       published in 2001. 

!   2. Ulleberg Ø (1998) Stand-Alone Power Systems for the Future: Optimal Design, Operation & Control of Solar-Hydrogen  

!       Energy Systems, PhD thesis.  Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Trondheim.  ISBN 82-471-0344-3.                      
!                                                                       

!                                                                       

!   Parameters:                                                         
!   1.  TMODE    [1-3]      Temperature mode                            

!                           Mode 1 = T is given as input                

!                           Mode 2 = T from simple thermal model        
!                           Mode 3 = T from complex thermal model       

!   2.  AREA     [m^2]      Area of electrodes                          

!   3.  NCELLS   [#]        Number of cells in series                   
!   4.  NSTACKS  [#]        Number of stacks in parallel per unit       

!   5.  IDMAX    [mA/cm^2]  Maximum allowable current density           

!   6.  TMAX     [°C]       Maximum allowable operting temperature      
!   7.  UCMIN    [V/cell]   Minimum allowable operating cell voltage    

!   8.  R_T      [K/W]      Thermal resistance                          

!   9.  TAU_T    [hr]       Thermal time constant                       
!   10. ELYTYPE  [#]        Type of electrolyser                        
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!   11. LUD      [#]        Logical unit of parameter file              

!                                                                       

!   External File Parameters:                                           

!   1.  R1    [ohm m^2]     Ohmic resistance                            
!   2.  R2    [ohm m^2/C]   Ohmic resistance                            

!   3.  S1    [V]           Overvoltage on electrodes                   

!   4.  T1    [m^2/A]       Overvoltage on electrodes                   
!   5.  T2    [m^2 °C/A]    Overvoltage on electrodes                   

!   6.  T3    [m^2 °C^2/A]  Overvoltage on electrodes                   

!   7.  A1    [mA/cm2]      Faraday efficiency                          
!   8.  A2    [0...1]       Faraday efficiency                          

!   9.  HX1   [W/°C]        Heat exchanger coefficient                  

!   10. HX2   [W/°C per A]  Heat exchanger coefficient                  
!                                                                       

!   Inputs:                                                             

!   1. SWITCH     [0 or 1]  Electrolyser operating switch               
!   2. IELY       [A]       Current through electrolyser                

!   3. PELY       [bar]     Pressure                                    

!   4. TROOM      [°C]      Ambient (room) temperature                  

!   5. TCOOLIN    [°C]      Temperature - cooling water inlet           

!   6. VCOOL      [Nm3/h]   Cooling water flow rate                     

!   7. TELY/TINI  [°C]      Temperature - electrolyser                  
!                           (Tely->TCMode=1, Tini->TCMode=2 OR 3)       

!                                                                       

!   VARIABLES:                                                          
!   T             [°C]      Temperature                                 

!   P             [bar]     Pressure                                    

!                                                                       
!   SUBSCRIPTS:                                                         

!   COOL       Cooling water                                            

!   ELY        Electrolyser                                             
!   0,STD      Standard conditions                                      

!   REF        Reference                                                

!   TOT        Total/Overall                                            

!   H2         Hydrogen                                                 

!   O2         Oxygen                                                   

!   H2O        Water                                                    

!   GAS        Ideal gas                                                
!   FLAG       For iteration purposes                                   

!   DIFF       For iteration purposes                                   

!   OLD        For iteration purposes                                   
!   INI        Value at beginning of timestep                           

!                                                                       

!   Outputs:                                                            
!   1.  IELY      [A]       Current drawn by electrolyser               

!   2.  UELY      [V]       Total voltage across electrolyser           

!   3.  PTOT      [W]       Total power drawn by electrolyser           

!   4.  VDOT_H2   [Nm3/hr]  Hydrogen production rate                    

!   5.  VDOT_O2   [Nm3/hr]  Oxygen production rate                      
!   6.  ETA_TOT   [0...1]   Overall efficiency                          

!   7.  ETA_E     [0...1]   Energy efficiency                           

!   8.  ETA_F     [0...1]   Faraday efficiency                          
!   9.  QGEN      [W]       Heat generated by electrolyser              

!   10. QLOSS     [W]       Thermal heat loss                           

!   11. QCOOL     [W]       Auxiliary cooling                           
!   12. QSTORE    [W]       Energy storage rate                         

!   13. TELY      [°C]      Temperature - electrolyser                  

!   14. TCOOLOUT  [°C]      Temperature - cooling water outlet          
!   15. IDENSITY  [mA/cm2]  Current density                             

!   16. UCELL     [V/CELL]  Voltage across a single cell                

!   17. UREV      [V/CELL]  Reversible voltage                          
!   18. UTN       [V/CELL]  Thermoneutral voltage                       

!   19. void                for testing purposes                        

!   20. void                for testing purposes                        
!                                  

!  Copyright © 2011 Solar Energy Laboratory, University of Wisconsin-Madison. All rights reserved.                                       

!***********************************************************************************************************
************ 
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!----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

!Do All of the "Very First Call of the Simulation Manipulations" Here 

 If(getIsFirstCallofSimulation()) Then 
 

!  Tell the TRNSYS Engine How This Type Works 

 If (getNumberOfParameters() == 11) Then     !some parameters are contained in the input file, others in an external file. 
    DeckPars = .false. 

    LUPars = .true. 

       Call SetNumberofParameters(11)            
 ElseIf (getNumberOfParameters() == 19) Then !all parameters are contained in the input file. 

    DeckPars = .true. 

    LUPars = .false. 
       Call SetNumberofParameters(19)            

 EndIf  

    Call SetNumberofInputs(9)            
    Call SetNumberofDerivatives(0)            

    Call SetNumberofOutputs(20)            

    Call SetIterationMode(1)            

    Call SetNumberStoredVariables(0,1) 

 

!  Set the Correct Input and Output Variable Types 
Call SetInputUnits(1,'DM1')     

Call SetInputUnits(2,'CU1')     

Call SetInputUnits(3,'PR1')     
Call SetInputUnits(4,'TE1')     

Call SetInputUnits(5,'TE1')     

Call SetInputUnits(6,'VF1')     
Call SetInputUnits(7,'TE1')  

Call SetInputUnits(8,'LE1') 

Call SetInputUnits(9, 'DM1')   
Call SetOutputUnits(1,'CU1')     

Call SetOutputUnits(2,'VO1')     

Call SetOutputUnits(3,'PW2')     
Call SetOutputUnits(4,'VF1')     

Call SetOutputUnits(5,'VF1')     

Call SetOutputUnits(6,'DM1')     

Call SetOutputUnits(7,'DM1')     

Call SetOutputUnits(8,'DM1')     

Call SetOutputUnits(9,'PW2')     
Call SetOutputUnits(10,'PW2')     

Call SetOutputUnits(11,'PW2')    
Call SetOutputUnits(12,'PW2')     

Call SetOutputUnits(13,'TE1')     

Call SetOutputUnits(14,'TE1')     
Call SetOutputUnits(15,'CD2')     

Call SetOutputUnits(16,'VO1')     

Call SetOutputUnits(17,'VO1')     
Call SetOutputUnits(18,'VO1')   

Call SetOutputUnits(19,'DM1') 

Call SetOutputUnits(20,'DM1') 
     

    Return 

 EndIf   
!----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

!----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
!Do All of the "Start Time" Manipulations Here - There Are No Iterations at the Intial Time 

 If (getIsStartTime()) Then 

 
! Determine whether parameters have been provided in the deck or in the external file. 

 If (getNumberOfParameters() == 11) Then 

    DeckPars = .false. 
    LUPars = .true. 

 ElseIf (getNumberOfParameters() == 9) Then 

    DeckPars = .true. 
    LUPars = .false. 

 EndIf 

! Read in the Values of the Parameters from the Input File 
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! NOTE: not all parameters are required by the main routine. 

    tmode = JFIX(getParameterValue(1)+0.1d0) 

 area = getParameterValue(2) 

    ncells = JFIX(getParameterValue(3)+0.1d0) 
 nstacks = JFIX(getParameterValue(4)+0.1d0) 

    idmax = getParameterValue(5)                 

    tmax = getParameterValue(6)                 
    ucmin = getParameterValue(7)                 

    r_t = getParameterValue(8)                 

    tau_t = getParameterValue(9)            
! Read the parameters that may be in the deck and may be in the external file. 

    If (DeckPars == .false.) Then   !the remaining parameters are in an external file 

       ElyType = JFIX(getParameterValue(10)+0.1)       
       lud = JFIX(getParameterValue(11)+0.1) 

    nely = 10 

       !get the remaining parameters from the external file. 
       Call ParRead(nely,lud,ElyType,ElyPar,ElyText,CurrentUnit,CurrentType) 

       r1 = ElyPar(1) 

       r2 = ElyPar(2) 

       s1 = ElyPar(3) 

       t1 = ElyPar(4) 

       t2 = ElyPar(5) 
       t3 = ElyPar(6) 

       a1 = ElyPar(7) 

       a2 = ElyPar(8) 
       hx1 = ElyPar(9) 

       hx2 = ElyPar(10) 

    Else                            !the remaining parameters are in the deck 
       r1 = getParameterValue(10) ; ElyPar(1) = r1 

       r2 = getParameterValue(11) ; ElyPar(2) = r2 

       s1 = getParameterValue(12) ; ElyPar(3) = s1 
       t1 = getParameterValue(13) ; ElyPar(4) = t1 

       t2 = getParameterValue(14) ; ElyPar(5) = t2 

       t3 = getParameterValue(15) ; ElyPar(6) = t3 
       a1 = getParameterValue(16) ; ElyPar(7) = a1 

       a2 = getParameterValue(17) ; ElyPar(8) = a2 

       hx1 = getParameterValue(18) ; ElyPar(9) = hx1 

       hx2 = getParameterValue(19) ; ElyPar(10) = hx2 

    ElyText = 'Electrolyser description unavailable' 

    EndIf 
! Write electrolyser information to the list file 

    Write(luw,110) CurrentUnit,ElyText,r1,r2,s1,t1,t2,t3,a1,a2,hx1,hx2 
!  Check the Parameters for Problems 

    If ((tmode < 1).OR.(tmode > 3)) Call FoundBadParameter(1,'Fatal','The temperature mode must be 1, 2 or 3.') 

!  Set Initial Values of Storage Variables 
    Call SetDynamicArrayValueThisIteration(1,getInputValue(7)) 

!  Set the Initial Values of the Outputs 

    Do i = 1,20 
       Call SetOutputValue(i,0.d0) 

    EndDo 

     
    Return 

 EndIf 

!----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

!----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

!ReRead the Parameters if Another Unit of This Type Has Been Called Last 
 If(getIsReReadParameters()) Then 

 If (getNumberOfParameters() == 11) Then 

    DeckPars = .false. 
    LUPars = .true. 

 ElseIf (getNumberOfParameters() == 9) Then 

    DeckPars = .true. 
    LUPars = .false. 

 EndIf 

! Read in the Values of the Parameters from the Input File 
! NOTE: not all parameters are required by the main routine. 

    tmode = JFIX(getParameterValue(1)+0.1d0) 

 area = getParameterValue(2) 
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    ncells = getParameterValue(3) 

 nstacks = JFIX(getParameterValue(4)+0.1d0) 

    idmax = getParameterValue(5)                 

    tmax = getParameterValue(6)                 
    ucmin = getParameterValue(7)                 

    r_t = getParameterValue(8)                 

    tau_t = getParameterValue(9)            
! Read the parameters that may be in the deck and may be in the external file. 

    If (DeckPars == .false.) Then   !the remaining parameters are in an external file 

       ElyType = JFIX(getParameterValue(10)+0.1)       
       lud = JFIX(getParameterValue(11)+0.1) 

    nely = 10 

       !get the remaining parameters from the external file. 
       Call ParRead(nely,lud,ElyType,ElyPar,ElyText,CurrentUnit,CurrentType) 

       r1 = ElyPar(1) 

       r2 = ElyPar(2) 
       s1 = ElyPar(3) 

       t1 = ElyPar(4) 

       t2 = ElyPar(5) 

       t3 = ElyPar(6) 

       a1 = ElyPar(7) 

       a2 = ElyPar(8) 
       hx1 = ElyPar(9) 

       hx2 = ElyPar(10) 

    Else                            !the remaining parameters are in the deck 
       r1 = getParameterValue(10) ; ElyPar(1) = r1 

       r2 = getParameterValue(11) ; ElyPar(2) = r2 

       s1 = getParameterValue(12) ; ElyPar(3) = s1 
       t1 = getParameterValue(13) ; ElyPar(4) = t1 

       t2 = getParameterValue(14) ; ElyPar(5) = t2 

       t3 = getParameterValue(15) ; ElyPar(6) = t3 
       a1 = getParameterValue(16) ; ElyPar(7) = a1 

       a2 = getParameterValue(17) ; ElyPar(8) = a2 

       hx1 = getParameterValue(18) ; ElyPar(9) = hx1 
       hx2 = getParameterValue(19) ; ElyPar(10) = hx2 

    ElyText = 'Electrolyser description unavailable' 

    EndIf 

 Endif 

!----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
! This component resets values in its own input array for internal calculations. 

 Do i = 1,9 
    xin_int(i) = getInputValue(i) 

 EndDo 

 
! Get the Values of the Inputs 

 iely = getInputValue(2)/nstacks  !Current per stack 

 xin_int(2) = iely    !Resetting current for internal calculations 
 tini = getDynamicArrayValueLastTimestep(1)   !Initial electrolyser temperature 

 tely = tini    !Temperature (first guess) 

 
!---Electrolyser is switched 'off'--- 

 If ((JFIX(xin_int(1)+0.01) == 0).or.(iely < 1d-6)) Then 

 Call ElyOff(ElyPar,tmode,ncells,r_t,tau_t,xin_int,Timestep,tely) 
!---Electrolyser is switched 'on'--- 

 Else 

! Thermal steady state operation (TMODE=1) 
    If (tmode == 1) Then 

    tini = xin_int(7)          !T is 

given 
    tely = tini           

!constant T 

    Call ElyGibbs(ElyPar,xin_int,tely)   !Thermodynamics 
    If (ErrorFound()) Return 

    Call ElyElec(ElyPar,area,xin_int,tely)   !Electrochemistry 

    If (ErrorFound()) Return 
    Call ElyFarad(ElyPar)     !Efficiency calcs. 

      Call ElyStack(ElyPar,ncells,xin_int)     !Stack calculations 

    Call ElyTherm(ElyPar,tmode,ncells,r_t,tau_t,xin_int,Timestep,tini,tely) !Thermal energy calcs 
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! Thermal non-steady state operation (TMODE=2 or 3) 

    ElseIf ((tmode == 2).or.(tmode == 3)) Then 

    beta = 0.6 

    diff = 10. 
    i = 0     

    Do While ((diff > 0.0001).and.(i < 100)) 

    Call ElyGibbs(ElyPar,xin_int,tely)  !Thermodynamics 
       If (ErrorFound()) Return 

    Call ElyElec(ElyPar,area,xin_int,tely)  !Electrochemistry 

       If (ErrorFound()) Return 
    Call ElyFarad(ElyPar)   !Efficiency   

      Call ElyStack(ElyPar,ncells,xin_int)  !Stack calcs    

    Call ElyTherm(ElyPar,tmode,ncells,r_t,tau_t,xin_int,Timestep,tini,tely,area) !Thermal energy 
    tnew = getOutputValue(13)        

 !T from ELYTHERM     

    diff = DABS(tely-tnew)       !T 
difference 

    tely = beta*tnew+(1-beta)*tely   !Resetting T 

    i = i+1  

    EndDo 

 EndIf 

 EndIf 
    

! Warnings 

 idensity = getOutputValue(15) 
 ucell = getOutputValue(16) 

 If (idensity > idmax) Then  

 Write(IDENSITYStr,*) JFIX(idensity+0.1d0) 
 Write(IDMAXStr,*) JFIX(idmax+0.1d0) 

    T160Msg = 'The electrolyser current ('//TRIM(ADJUSTL(IDENSITYStr))//' [mA/cm^2]) is too high. The maximum allowable 

electrolyser current is '//TRIM(ADJUSTL(IDMAXStr))//' [mA/cm^2].' 
 Call Messages(-1,T160Msg,'warning',CurrentUnit,CurrentType) 

 EndIf  

 If ((ucell < ucmin).and.(JFIX(xin_int(1)+0.01) /= 0)) Then  
 Write(UCELLStr,*) ucell 

 Write(UCMINStr,*) ucmin 

    T160Msg = 'The electrolyser voltage ('//TRIM(ADJUSTL(UCELLStr))//' [V]) is too low. The minimum allowable electrolyser 

voltage is '//TRIM(ADJUSTL(UCMINStr)) //' [V].' 

 Call Messages(-1,T160Msg,'warning',CurrentUnit,CurrentType) 

 EndIf  
 If (tely > tmax) Then  

 Write(TELYStr,*) tely 
 Write(TMAXStr,*) tmax 

    T160Msg = 'The electrolyser temperature ('//TRIM(ADJUSTL(TELYStr))//' [C]) is too high. The maximum allowable electrolyser 

temperature is '//TRIM(ADJUSTL(TMAXStr)) //' [C].' 
 Call Messages(-1,T160Msg,'warning',CurrentUnit,CurrentType) 

 EndIf  

! Store the final electrolyser temperature as the next timestep's initial temperature 
 Call SetDynamicArrayValueThisIteration(1,getOutputValue(13)) 

 

!Set the Outputs from this Model 
 Call SetOutputValue(1,iely*nstacks)     ! IELY 

 Call SetOutputValue(3,getOutputValue(3)*nstacks)  ! PTOT 

 Call SetOutputValue(4,getOutputValue(4)*nstacks)  ! VH2 

 Call SetOutputValue(5,getOutputValue(5)*nstacks)  ! VO2 

 Call SetOutputValue(9,getOutputValue(9)*nstacks)  ! QGEN 
 Call SetOutputValue(10,getOutputValue(10)*nstacks)  ! QLOSS 

 Call SetOutputValue(11,getOutputValue(11)*nstacks)  ! QCOOL 

 Call SetOutputValue(12,getOutputValue(12)*nstacks)  ! QSTORE 
 

 

110 Format(//2X,72H************************************************************************,//30X,13HS U M M 
A R Y,//24X,23HELECTROLYSER PARAMETERS,7H - UNIT,I3,//4X,A50,//4X,5HR1 = ,E10.4,3X,9H[ohm m^2],/4X,5HR2 =  

,E10.4,3X,11H[ohm m^2/C],/4X,5HS1 = ,E10.4,3X,3H[V],/4X,5HT1 = ,E10.4,3X,7H[m^2/A],/4X,5HT2 = ,E10.4,3X,10H[m^2 

°C/A],/4X,5HT3 = ,E10.4,3X,12H[m^2 °C^2/A],/4X,5HA1 = ,F12.4,1X,3H[-],/4X,5HA2 = ,F12.4,1X,7H[0...1],/4X,6HHX1 = 
,F11.4,1X,6H[W/°C],/4X,6HHX2 = ,F11.4,1X,12H[W/°C per 

A],//2X,72H************************************************************************,/) 

150 Format(/16X,25H*********WARNING*********,/16X,4HUNIT,I3,2X,6HTIME=, F9.3,/16X,25HINCOMPLETE 
CONVERGENCE!!!,/16X,25H*************************,/) 
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 Return 

End 

!----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

Subroutine ElyOff(ElyPar,tmode,ncells,r_t,tau_t,xin_int,Timestep,tini) 

!*********************************************************************** 
!                                                                      * 

!   Electrolyser switched off                                          * 

!                                                                      * 
!   Note: Thermal calculations on a per stack basis                    * 

!                                                                      * 

!   Parameters:                                                        * 
!   TMODE      Temperature mode (1=T given, 2 & 3 = T calculated)      * 

!   NCELLS     Nnumber of cells in series[#]                           * 

!   R_T        Thermal resistance [K/W]                                * 
!   TAU_T      Thermal time constant [hr]                              * 

!                                                                      * 

!   Inputs:                                                            * 

!   TROOM      Ambient (room) temperature [°C]                         * 

!   DELT       Timestep [hr]                                           * 

!   TINI       Initial electrolyser temperature [°C]                   * 
!                                                                      * 

!   Variables:                                                         * 

!   C_T        Thermal capacity of electrolyser [J/K]                  * 
!   UREST      Resting voltage [V]                                     * 

!   TINI       Initial electrolyser temperature [°C]                   * 

!                                                                      * 
!   Outputs:                                                           * 

!   1.  IELY       Current drawn by electrolyser [A]                   * 

!   2.  UELY       Total voltage across electrolyser [V]               * 
!   3.  PTOT       Total power drawn by electrolyser [W]               * 

!   4.  VDOT_H2    Hydrogen production rate [Nm3/hr]                   * 

!   5.  VDOT_O2    Oxygen production rate [Nm3/hr]                     * 

!   6.  ETA_TOT    Overall efficiency [-]                              * 

!   7.  ETA_E      Energy efficiency [-]                               * 
!   8.  ETA_F      Faraday efficiency [-]                              * 

!   9.  QGEN       Heat generated by electrolyser [W]                  * 

!   10. QLOSS      Thermal heat loss [W]                               * 
!   11. QCOOL      Auxiliary cooling [W]                               * 

!   12. QSTORE     Energy storage rate [W]                             * 

!   13. TELY       Electrolyser temperature [°C]                       * 
!   14. TCOOLOUT   Temperature - cooling water outlet [°C]             * 

!   15. IDENSITY   Current density [mA/cm2]                            * 

!   16. UCELL      Voltage across a single cell [V/CELL]               * 
!   17. UREV       Reversible voltage [V/CELL]                         * 

!   18. UTN        Thermoneutral voltage [V/CELL]                      * 

!                                                                      * 
!*********************************************************************** 

Use TrnsysFunctions 

Implicit None 
Double Precision ElyPar(10),xin_int(7),r_t,tau_t,c_t,aa,bb,qgen,qcool,qloss,qstore,urev,utn,urest, & 

   troom,tini,Timestep,tely,beta,diff,told,tnew 

Integer tmode,i,ncells 
 

 troom = xin_int(4) 
! Thermal model (on a per stack basis) 

 c_t = tau_t*3600/r_t   !3600 s = 1 hr 

 qgen = 0. 
 qcool = 0. 

! Temperature (final) 

 If (tmode == 1) Then 
    tely = tini 

 qloss = 1/r_t*(tely-troom) 

 ElseIf (tmode == 2) Then 
    tely = tini 

 beta = 0.6 

 diff = 10. 
 i = 0     
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 Do While ((diff > 0.0001).and.(i < 100)) 

    told = tely         

 !intermediate T 

    qloss = 1/r_t*(tely-troom) 
       tely = tini+(Timestep*3600)/c_t*(qgen-qcool-qloss) !1hr=3600s 

    tnew = tely          

       
    diff = DABS(tnew-told)   !T difference 

    tely = beta*tnew+(1-beta)*tely   !Resetting T 

    i = i+1  
    EndDo 

 ElseIf (tmode == 3) Then 

    aa = 1/c_t*(1/r_t) 
    bb = 1/c_t*(qgen+troom/r_t) 

    tely = (tini-bb/aa)*DEXP(-aa*Timestep*3600)+bb/aa      !1hr=3600s 

 qloss = 1/r_t*(tely-troom) 
 EndIf 

 qstore = qgen-qcool-qloss 

! Resting voltage 

 Call ElyGibbs(ElyPar,xin_int,tely) 

 urev = getOutputValue(17) 

 utn = getOutputValue(18) 
 urest = urev 

! Outputs 

 Call SetOutputValue(1,0.d0)    !IELY 
 Call SetOutputValue(2,urest*ncells)  !UELY 

 Call SetOutputValue(3,0.d0)    !PTOT 

 Call SetOutputValue(4,0.d0)    !VDOT_H2 

 Call SetOutputValue(5,0.d0)    !VDOT_O2 

 Call SetOutputValue(6,0.d0)    !ETA_TOT 
 Call SetOutputValue(7,0.d0)    !ETA_E 

 Call SetOutputValue(8,0.d0)    !ETA_F 

 Call SetOutputValue(9,qgen)     
 Call SetOutputValue(10,qloss)     

 Call SetOutputValue(11,qcool)     

 Call SetOutputValue(12,qstore)    
 Call SetOutputValue(13,tely)    !Final temperature     

 Call SetOutputValue(14,xin_int(5))   !TCOOLOUT=TCOOLIN 

 Call SetOutputValue(15,0.d0)    !IDENSITY 
 Call SetOutputValue(16,urest)    !UCELL  

 Call SetOutputValue(17,urev)     

 Call SetOutputValue(18,utn)     
 

 Return 

End 
 

Subroutine ElyGibbs(ElyPar,xin_int,tely)  

!*********************************************************************** 
!                                                                       

!   This subroutine calculates the thermodynamics in a water            

!   splitting reaction (water electrolysis):                            
!                                                                       

!                H2O --> 1/2 O2 + H2                                    

!                                                                       

!                                                                       

!   Data:                                                              
!   TREF       Reference temperature [C]                                

!   PREF       Reference pressure [bar]                                 

!   FARAD      Faraday constant [C/mol] or [As/mol]                     
!   RGAS       Universal gas constant [J/K-mol]                         

!   NELEC      Number of electrons per molecule of H2 [#]               

!                                                                       

!   Inputs:                                                             

!   TELY       Temperature  [°C]                                        
!   PELY       Presuure [bar]                                           

!                                                                       

!   Variables:                                                          
!   DH         Enthalpy change for decomposition of water [J/mol]       
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!   DS         Entropy change for decomposition of water [J/mol-K]      

!   DG         Change in Gibbs energy - decomposition of water [J/mol]  

!                                                                       

!   Outputs:                                                            
!   UTN        Thermoneutral voltage [V/cell ]                          

!   UREV       Thermodynamic reversible voltage [V/cell]                

!                                                                       
!*********************************************************************** 

Use TrnsysFunctions 

Use TrnsysData, Only:CurrentUnit,CurrentType 
Implicit None 

Double Precision ElyPar(10) ,xin_int(7),tely,pely,utn,urev,tref,pref,farad,rgas,t_H2,t_o2,t_H2o,dh_H2,dh_o2,dh_H2o, & 

   dhof_H2o,dhof_H2,dhof_o2,sof_H2o,sof_H2,sof_o2,s_H2,s_o2,s_H2o,cpo_H2o,cpo_H2,cpo_o2,dh,ds,dg 

Integer nelec 

 
Data tref/25.0/  !C 

Data pref/1.0/  !bar 
Data farad/96485/   !As/mol 

Data rgas/8.3145/ !J/K-mol 

Data nelec/2/  !mol electrons/mol H2 

Data dhof_H2o/-286d3/, dhof_H2/0.d0/, dhof_o2/0.d0/       !J/mol 

Data sof_H2o/70.d0/, sof_H2/131.d0/, sof_o2/205.d0/      !J/K-mol 

Data cpo_H2o/75.d0/, cpo_H2/29.d0/, cpo_o2/29.d0/       !J/K-mol 

 

 pely = xin_int(3) 

! Temperature 

 t_H2 = tely 

 t_o2 = tely 

 t_H2o = tely 

! Enthalpy 

 dh_H2 = cpo_H2*(t_H2-tref)+dhof_H2 

 dh_o2 = cpo_o2*(t_o2-tref)+dhof_o2 

 dh_H2o = cpo_H2o*(t_H2o-tref)+dhof_H2o 

 dh = dh_H2+0.5*dh_o2-dh_H2o 

! Entropy - check logarithm arguments before trying them 

 If (((t_H2+273.15)/(Tref+273.15)) <= 0) Then 

 Call Messages(8,'','fatal',CurrentUnit,CurrentType) 
 Return 

 EndIf 
 If ((pely/pref) <= 0) Then 

 Call Messages(8,'','fatal',CurrentUnit,CurrentType) 

 Return 
 EndIf 

 s_H2 = cpo_H2*DLOG((t_H2+273.15)/(tref+273.15))-rgas*DLOG(pely/pref)+sof_H2 

 If (((t_o2+273.15)/(tref+273.15)) <= 0) Then 
 Call Messages(8,'','fatal',CurrentUnit,CurrentType) 

 Return 

 EndIf 
 s_o2 = cpo_o2*DLOG((t_o2+273.15)/(tref+273.15))-rgas*DLOG(pely/pref)+sof_o2 

 If (((t_H2o+273.15)/(tref+273.15)) <= 0) Then 

 Call Messages(8,'','fatal',CurrentUnit,CurrentType) 

 Return 

 EndIf 

 s_H2o = cpo_H2o*DLOG((t_H2o+273.15)/(tref+273.15))+sof_H2o 

 ds = s_H2+0.5*s_o2-s_H2o 

! Gibbs free energy 

 dg = dh-(tely+273.15)*ds 
! Thermoneutral voltage (per cell) 

 utn = dh/(nelec*farad) 

! Reversible voltage (per cell)  
 urev = dg/(nelec*farad) 

! Outputs 

 Call SetOutputValue(17,urev)     
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 Call SetOutputValue(18,utn)     

      

 Return 

End 
 

Subroutine ElyElec(ElyPar,area,xin_int,tely)  

!*********************************************************************** 
!                                                                       

!   Electrochemical Model                                               

!                                                                       
!   Parameters:                                                         

!   AREA  Area of electrodes                          [m^2]               

!   R1    Ohmic resistance    [ohm-m^2]           
!   R2           "    [ohm-m^2/C]       

!   R3           "    [ohm-m^2/C^2]       

!   S1    Parameter for overvoltage on electrodes [V]                 
!   S2           "               "   [V/C]               

!   S3           "               "   [V/C^2]             

!   T1    Parameter for overvoltage on electrodes [m^2/A]             

!   T2             "        "    [m^2/A-C]           

!   T3             "        "    [m^2/A-C^2]         

!                                                                       
!   Inputs:                                                             

!   TELY       Temperature  [C]                                         

!   IELY       Current drawn by electrolyser [A]                        
!   UREV       Thermodynamic reversible voltage [V/cell]                

!                                                                       

!   Outputs:                                                            
!   IDENSITY   Current density [mA/cm2]                                 

!   UCELL      Voltgae across a singel cell [V/CELL]                    

!                                                                       
!*********************************************************************** 

Use TrnsysFunctions 

Use TrnsysData, Only:CurrentUnit,CurrentType 
Implicit None 

Double Precision ElyPar(10),xin_int(7),tely,iely,urev,r1,r2,s1,t1,t2,t3,area,uohmic,uoverpot,ucell,idensity 

  

 r1 = ElyPar(1) 

 r2 = ElyPar(2) 

 s1 = ElyPar(3) 
 t1 = ElyPar(4) 

 t2 = ElyPar(5) 
 t3 = ElyPar(6) 

 iely = xin_int(2) 

 urev = getOutputValue(17) 
! Current-voltage characteristic (per cell) 

 If (((t1+t2/tely+t3/(tely**2))*iely/area+1) <= 0) Then 

 Call Messages(6,'','fatal',CurrentUnit,CurrentType) 
 Return 

 EndIf 

 uohmic = (r1+r2*tely)*iely/area 
 If (tely == 0.d0) Then 

   Call Messages(8,'The electrolyser temperature equalled zero C.','fatal',CurrentUnit,CurrentType) 

   Return 
 EndIf 

 uoverpot = s1*DLOG10((t1+t2/tely+t3/(tely**2))*iely/area+1) 

 ucell = urev+uohmic+uoverpot 
! Current density 

 idensity = iely/area/10  !10 mA/cm2 = 1 A/m2 

! Outputs 
 Call SetOutputValue(15,idensity)     

 Call SetOutputValue(16,ucell)  

  
 Return 

End    

 
Subroutine ElyFarad(ElyPar)  

!*********************************************************************** 

!                                                                       
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!   This subroutine calculates the Faraday efficiency                   

!                                                                       

!   Parameters:                                                         

!   A1    Parameter for Faraday efficiency  [mA/cm2]             
!                                                                       

!   Inputs:                                                             

!   IDENSITY       Current density [mA/cm2]                             
!                                                                      

!   Outputs:                                                            

!   ETA_F          Faraday efficiency [0-1]                             
!                                                                       

!*********************************************************************** 

Use TrnsysFunctions 
Implicit None 

Double Precision ElyPar(10),a1,a2,idensity,eta_f 

 
 a1 = ElyPar(7) 

 a2 = ElyPar(8)  

 idensity = getOutputValue(15) 

! Faraday efficiency 

 eta_f = idensity**2/(a1+idensity**2)*a2  

! Outputs 
 Call SetOutputValue(8,eta_f) 

  

 Return 
End  

 

Subroutine ElyStack(ElyPar,ncells,xin_int)  
!*********************************************************************** 

!                                                                       

!   Stach efficiency, flow rates, voltage, and power                    
!                                                                       

!   Data:                                                               

!   TREF       Reference temperature [C]                                
!   PREF       Reference pressure [bar]                                 

!   FARAD      Faraday constant [C/mol] or [As/mol]                     

!   RGAS       Universal gas constant [J/K-mol]                         

!   NELEC      Number of electrons per molecule of H2 [#]               

!                                                                       
!   Parameters:                                                         

!   NCELLS     Number of cells in series [#]                            

!                                                                       
!   Inputs:                                                             

!   IELY       Current through electrolyser [A]                         

!   ETA_F      Faraday efficiency [0-1]                                 
!   UCELL      Voltage across a single cell [V/CELL]                    

!   UTN        Thermoneutral voltage [V/cell ]                          

!                                                                       
!   Variables:                                                          

!   RHO_STD    Density of gas at standard conditions [mol/m3]           

!   NDOT_H2    Hydrogen production rate [mol/s]                         

!   NDOT_O2    Oxygen production rate [mol/s]                           

!                                                                      
!   Outputs:                                                            

!   UELY       Total voltage across electrolyser [V]                    

!   PTOT       Total power drawn by electrolyser [W]                    

!   VDOT_H2    Hydrogen production rate [Nm3/hr]                       * 

!   VDOT_O2    Oxygen production rate [Nm3/hr]                         * 
!   ETA_TOT    Overall efficiency [-]                                  * 

!   ETA_E      Energy efficiency [-]                                   * 

!                                                                      * 
!*********************************************************************** 

Use TrnsysFunctions 

Implicit None 

Double Precision ElyPar(10),xin_int(7),iely,utn,ucell,eta_f,farad,tstd,pstd,rgas,rho_std,ndot_H2,ndot_o2, & 

   eta_e,eta_tot,vdot_H2,vdot_o2,uely,ptot 

Integer nelec,ncells 
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Data nelec/2/  !mol electrons/mol H2 

Data farad/96485/   !As/mol 
Data rgas/8.3145/ !J/K-mol 

Data tstd/0/  !C 

Data pstd/1.0/  !bar 
 

 iely = xin_int(2) 

 eta_f = getOutputValue(8) 
 ucell = getOutputValue(16) 

 utn = getOutputValue(18) 

! Energy efficiency 
 eta_e = utn/ucell 

! Overall efficiency 

 eta_tot = eta_e*eta_f 
! Hydrogen & oxygen production 

 ndot_H2 = eta_f*ncells*iely/(nelec*farad) 

 ndot_o2 = 0.5*ndot_H2 

! Production flow rates (standard cubic meters) 

 rho_std = pstd*1d5/(rgas*(tstd+273.15))  !1 bar = 1E5 Pa 

 vdot_H2 = ndot_H2/rho_std*3600    !Nm3/hr 

 vdot_o2 = ndot_o2/rho_std*3600    !Nm3/hr 
! Stack voltage 

 uely = ncells*ucell 

! Stack power 
 ptot = uely*iely 

! Outputs 

 Call SetOutputValue(2,uely) 
 Call SetOutputValue(3,ptot) 

 Call SetOutputValue(4,vdot_H2) 

 Call SetOutputValue(5,vdot_o2) 

 Call SetOutputValue(6,eta_tot) 

 Call SetOutputValue(7,eta_e) 
  

 Return 

End 
 

Subroutine ElyTherm(ElyPar,tmode,ncells,r_t,tau_t,xin_int,Timestep,tini,telyini,area)  

!*********************************************************************** 
!                                                                      * 

!   Thermal Energy Model (on a per stack basis)                        * 

!                                                                      * 
!   Data:                                                              * 

!   TREF       Reference temperature [C]                               * 

!   PREF       Reference pressure [bar]                                * 
!   FARAD      Faraday constant [C/mol] or [As/mol]                    * 

!   RGAS       Universal gas constant [J/K·mol]                        * 

!   NELEC      Number of electrons per molecule of H2 [#]              * 

!                                                                      * 

!   Parameters:                                                        * 
!   TMODE      Temperature mode (1=T given, 2 & 3 = T calculated)      * 

!   NCELLS     Number of cells in series [#]                           * 

!   R_T        Thermal resistance [K/W]                                * 

!   TAU_T      Thermal time constant [hr]                              * 

!   HX1        Parameter for heat exchanger coefficient [W/°C]         * 

!   HX2        Parameter for heat exchanger coefficient [W/°C per A]   * 
!                                                                      * 

!   Inputs:                                                            * 

!   IELY       Current through electrolyser [A]                        * 
!   TROOM      Ambient (room) temperature [C]                          * 

!   TCOOLIN    Temperature - cooling water inlet [C]                   * 

!   VCOOL      Cooling water flow rate [Nm3/h]                         * 
!   UCELL      Voltage across a single cell [V/CELL]                   * 

!   UTN        Thermoneutral voltage [V/cell ]                         * 

!   DELT       Timestep [hr]                                           * 
!   TINI       Initial electrolyser temperature [°C]                   * 

!   TELYINI    Electrolyser temperature - at iteration n [°C]          * 
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!                                                                      * 

!   Variables:                                                         * 

!   UA_HX      Overall heat transfer coefficient f(IELY) [W/°C]        * 

!   CP_H2O     Heat capacity of cooling water [W/K]                    * 

!   C_T        Thermal capacity of electrolyser [J/K]                  * 

!                                                                      * 
!   Outputs:                                                           * 

!   QGEN       Heat generated by electrolyser [W]                      * 

!   QLOSS      Thermal heat loss [W]                                   * 
!   QCOOL      Auxiliary cooling [W]                                   * 

!   QSTORE     Energy storage rate [W]                                 * 

!   TELYFIN    Electrolyser temperature - at iteration n+1  [°C]       * 
!   TCOOLOUT   Temperature - cooling water outlet [°C]                 * 

!                                                                      * 

!*********************************************************************** 
Use TrnsysFunctions 

Implicit None 

Double Precision ElyPar(10),xin_int(9),r_t,tau_t,hx1,hx2,rho_H2o,cpo_H2o,mu_H2o,iely,troom,vcool,ucell,utn,qgen,qloss, & 

   

qcool,qstore,ua_hx,cp_H2o,c_t,aa,bb,tcoolin,tcoolout,Timestep,tini,telyini,telyfin,tely,m_H2o,area,d_channel,L,Ac,RE,gamma,Vel,

Dh, & 

   h,A_hx, kf_H2o 

Integer tmode,ncells 

 

Data m_H2o/18.016/  !g/mol 

Data rho_H2o/1000/  !kg/m3 

Data cpo_H2o/75/  !J/K-mol 

Data mu_H2o/0.000453/ !N-s/m2 @ 335K 

Data kf_H2o/0.655/  !W/m-K @ 335K 

 hx1 = ElyPar(9) 
 hx2 = ElyPar(10)           

 iely = xin_int(2) 

 troom = xin_int(4) 
 tcoolin = xin_int(5) 

 vcool = xin_int(6) 

 d_channel = xin_int(8) 
 gamma = xin_int(9) 

 ucell = getOutputValue(16) 

 utn = getOutputValue(18) 
 

! Temperature (initial) 

 tely = telyini 
! Generated thermal Energy 

 qgen = ncells*iely*(ucell-utn) 

! heat loss to ambient 
 qloss = 1/r_t*(tely-troom) 

 

! flow velocity and UA calc 
L=gamma*(area**0.5)   !side length of active area. Assumes square flow field 

Ac=L*d_channel    !Cross-sectional area of flow field 

Dh=d_channel*d_channel*4/(d_channel*4)  !Hydraulic diameter of flow channel. Assumes square flow channel 
Vel= (vcool/3600)/(Ac*ncells)   !average velocity through flow channels 

RE=rho_H2o*Vel*Dh/mu_H2o   !Reynolds number of flow 

 

h=2.98*kf_H2o/Dh           

     !Using Nusselt correlation for fully developed laminar flow in square channel 

A_hx=((L/d_channel)*2*d_channel*(area**0.5)+L*d_channel)*ncells  !Calculating active heat exchange area 

 
! Auxiliary cooling demand 

 cp_H2o = vcool*rho_H2o/m_H2o*cpo_H2o*1000/3600    !1kg=1000g, 1hr=3600s   

 If (tmode == 1) Then 

    qcool = qgen-qloss 

 tcoolout = tcoolin+qcool/cp_H2o 

 Else  
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 ua_hx =h*A_hx         

    tcoolout = tcoolin+(tely-tcoolin)*(1-DEXP(-ua_hx/cp_H2o))              

    qcool = cp_H2o*(tcoolout-tcoolin) 

 EndIf 

! Thermal capacitance 

 c_t = tau_t*3600/r_t  !3600 s = 1 hr 
! Temperature (final) 

 If (tmode == 1) Then 

 telyfin = tini 
 ElseIf (tmode == 2) Then 

    telyfin = tini+(Timestep*3600)/c_t*(qgen-qcool-qloss) !1hr=3600s 

 ElseIf (tmode == 3) Then 

    aa = 1/c_t*(1/r_t+cp_H2o*(1-DEXP(-ua_hx/cp_H2o))) 

    bb = 1/c_t*(qgen+troom/r_t+cp_H2o*(1-DEXP(-ua_hx/cp_H2o))*tcoolin) 

    telyfin = (tini-bb/aa)*DEXP(-aa*Timestep*3600)+bb/aa   !1hr=3600s 

 EndIf 
! Total thermal energy balance  

 qstore = qgen-qcool-qloss 

! Outputs 
 Call SetOutputValue(9,qgen)          

 Call SetOutputValue(10,qloss)          

 Call SetOutputValue(11,qcool)         
 Call SetOutputValue(12,qstore)        

 Call SetOutputValue(13,telyfin) 

 Call SetOutputValue(14,tcoolout) 
 Call SetOutputValue(19,RE) 

 Call SetOutputValue(20,ua_hx) 

  
 Return 

End 

  
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 


